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Introduction  

 
1. JB Planning Associates have been instructed by Gascoyne Cecil Estates (the Estate) 

to respond to the additional Examination documents that have appeared in the 

Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan Examination Library. 

 
2. The Estate is a major landowner in Welwyn Hatfield and its holdings cover several 

thousand hectares and extend into the surrounding administrative areas of 

Hertsmere, East Hertfordshire and North Hertfordshire.  

 
3. The Estate is a key stakeholder and has a significant interest in the Local Plan, not 

only in relation to the strategic allocations that are being actively promoted by the 

Estate at Symondshyde (SDS6 – HAT15), North West Hatfield (SDS5 – HAT1), 

Creswick (HS3 – WGC1) and at Marshmoor (SDS7 – WeG4b) but also in relation to 

other sites which are in its control.   

 
4. The Estate has made extensive representations on the content of the Local Plan and 

has taken, and continues to take, an active part in the Examination process.  It is 

therefore grateful that an opportunity has been made available to provide further 

comments on the content of EX154, EX156, EX160, EX160A and EX160B.   

 
5. The Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan, 2016 was submitted prior to the publication of the 

revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2019.  The provisions of the 

former NPPF (2012) are therefore applicable for the purposes of examining the Local 

Plan.   

 
6. The comments contained within this paper relate to other interests the Estate has in 

the progression of the Local Plan, specifically Symondshyde (SDS6 – HAT15), North 

West Hatfield (SDS5 – HAT1), Creswick (HS3 – WGC1) and at Marshmoor (SDS7 – 

WeG4b) and Ellenbrook (HAT4 – Call for Sites, 2019).   
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Comments on EX154 – Letter report for the proposed 

development at Symondshyde Farm  

 
7. The Borough Council has commissioned ARCADIS (UK) Limited to review the 

content of a report produced by Wardell Armstrong on behalf of the Estate entitled 

“Symondshyde Village: Chalk Dissolution Hazard Review” dated October 2018 and 

the work undertaken by the Save Symondshyde Group dated April 2018.  Both 

documents appear in EX92B.  The ARCADIS report comments on the various key 

findings contained in the Wardell Armstrong report and generally agrees with the 

conclusions that have been reached.  Consequently, the ARCADIS report adds little 

to what is already known and reported about the Symondshyde site.  Nevertheless, 

Wardell Armstrong has considered the content of the ARCADIS report and has 

provided further commentary to assist the Local Plan Examination.  A copy of 

Wardell Armstrong’s response along with a report from the British Geological Survey 

is appended to this document (See Appendix 1).   

 
8. In its most recent response Wardell Armstrong points out that the identification of so-

called sink holes on the Symondshyde site is fraught with difficulties.  There is a 

difference of opinion held by the Save Symondshyde local interest group, Imperial 

College, the Borough Council’s advisors and Wardell Armstrong as to which features 

may or may not be related to chalk dissolution.  The British Geological Survey 

however suggests that most of the features are considered more likely to be related 

to anthropogenic activity (i.e. arising from human activity).   

 
9. It should be noted that Symondshyde Farm has been farmed by the Estate for a 

considerable number of years with no records relating to sink holes and was subject 

to extensive investigation in 1991, 1992 and 2001 with the objective of identifying 

potential workable deposits of sand and gravel.  Whilst the investigation was 

undertaken to assess the viability of mineral extraction, it also identified the depth of 

the underlying chalk.  In 2001 91 boreholes and 26 trial pits were dug at 

approximately 100 – 120 metre centres to depths up to 20 metres and no 

abnormalities were encountered at the time.  The Estate acknowledges that this does 

not discount completely the possible presence of chalk dissolution features, but there 

is presently no evidence to demonstrate the existence of sink holes or chalk mines.  

From the available information and local knowledge, there is nothing especially 
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abnormal about Symondshyde Farm and the position is no different to many areas 

underlain by chalk.     

 
10. The ARCADIS report refers to the possible presence of historic chalk mines beneath 

the site.  This reference is based upon information obtained from nearby sites.  The 

risks presented by former mining activities are however entirely different to natural 

dissolution hazards.  The database maintained by Peter Brett Associates referred to 

in the ARCADIS report has been taken into account by Wardell Armstrong, but it has 

not improved the current understanding of the site other than to confirm that chalk 

working took place, but it was not specific in geographical terms.  The British 

Geological Survey records that no chalk working has taken place at Symondshyde 

Farm.        

 
11. It is acknowledged that former chalk mines were found beneath the University of 

Hertfordshire’s College Lane Campus; however, stability work was undertaken prior 

to construction activities taking place.  This demonstrates that it is possible to 

mitigate any potential hazards and that the presence of former mine workings need 

not be an impediment to development.  Indeed, this is confirmed by specific pages 

that appear on the Borough Council’s website providing planning advice which state 

that the possibility of chalk workings “… does not prevent new development in 

Hatfield”1.    

 
12. In summary, the Estate fully acknowledges that the geology beneath the site has the 

potential to give rise to chalk dissolution hazards, and that such hazards can produce 

stability risks for development proposals.  It is however important to recognise that 

substantial areas of southern England share similar geological conditions, including 

areas of high-density development, and that instances of dissolution related ground 

loss within the built environment are comparatively rare.  Within the Hatfield area 

previous chalk mines have been found further to the east as shown on the map that 

appears on the Borough Council’s website which is reproduced in Appendix 2.  

Consequently, Symondshyde is by no means unique in this respect and on this basis 

at no greater risk from dissolution hazards than anywhere else with a comparable 

underlying geological setting.  Certainly, it does not appear to have been an issue 

with the proposed allocation of other large-scale sites in the Welwyn Hatfield area 

 
1 https://welhat.gov.uk/planning-advice/chalk-mines 

https://welhat.gov.uk/planning-advice/chalk-mines
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which are also underlain by chalk.  It would therefore be unreasonable and 

unnecessary to expect the Estate to undertake extensive and intrusive site 

investigation works at this stage of the plan-making process.       

 
13. Through appropriate and thorough desk-based research and physical site 

investigation, it will be possible to identify and determine the relative likelihood of 

dissolution hazards being present or occurring beneath the site.  Should any 

significant risks be identified it is possible via the use of well-established engineering 

practices to resolve them thereby facilitating a safe and stable development.  The 

Estate is satisfied that the act of doing so would not fundamentally jeopardise the 

viability or deliverability of the proposed development at Symondshyde, particularly 

as any risks, however small, are reasonably foreseeable and can be anticipated well 

in advance of development taking place.  The British Geological Survey has 

categorised the risk rating across the vast majority of the site as low but even if a 

‘worst case’ scenario was adopted, and a risk rating of ‘Level C’ was applied, the 

requirements are somewhat different to ‘Level D’ where “specialist site investigation 

and stability assessment may be necessary”.   

 
14. The intended approach to further site investigation would be consistent with the 

advice contained in paragraph 121 of the NPPF which advises that “Planning policies 

and decisions should ensure that the site is suitable for its new use taking account of 

ground conditions and land instability, including from natural hazards or former 

activities such as mining, pollution arising from previous uses and any proposals for 

mitigation including land remediation or impacts on the natural environment arising 

from that remediation” and is an accepted way forward.   

 
15. In line with the provisions of the NPPF, paragraph 172, the Borough Council has 

enough up-to-date information on the potential hazards associated with the 

development of the Symondshyde site to demonstrate that it is suitable, available 

and capable of delivery within the proposed Local Plan period.  The Estate does not 

therefore accept that in order to determine the cause of the features present within 

the site and the risks of natural dissolution, yet further targeted and intrusive ground 

investigation is required as part of the plan-making process when these matters are 

more appropriately addressed when detailed site layout proposals are prepared as 

part of a planning application.     
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Comments on EX156 – Landscape Sensitivity Assessment  

 
16. The Borough Council has previously commissioned Landscape Sensitivity and 

Capacity Studies in relation to potential site allocations.2 These studies employed a 

complex methodology and scoring system which tended to obscure the reasons for 

the final judgments.  The Study undertaken by LUC employs a methodology which is 

based on the Landscape Character Areas (LCA) as set out in the 2005 Landscape 

Character Assessment and focuses on the key factors that contribute towards 

sensitivity as reflected in Natural England’s recently published guidance.3  This 

methodology is appropriate, as are the criteria to determine landscape sensitivity set 

out in Table 2.3.4  Some of the judgements made when applying the methodology 

have however reduced the usefulness of the study.  LUC has chosen to break up 

LCAs identified in the 2005 study into different areas where there was a clear 

difference between different parts of the LCA.  Even within the same area, different 

levels of sensitivity may be identified.   

 
17. The following comments relate specifically to those sites in which the Estate has an 

interest.      

 

Symondshyde (SDS6 – HAT15).   
18. The Symondshyde strategic site allocation includes land within two landscape 

character areas, LCA 31: De Havilland Plain and LCA 32: Symondshyde Ridge.  The 

Assessment identifies that there is considerable variation between the sensitivity of 

the two LCAS with LCA 32 having greater sensitivity than LCA 31.  This reflects the 

conclusions of the Landscape and Visual Appraisal prepared to support the 

Symondshyde strategic site allocation which accompanied the Estate’s Regulation 19 

submissions.   

 
19. The part of LCA 32 which lies within the Symondshyde strategic site allocation is 

visually separated from other parts of LCA 32 due to extensive woodland and instead 

has greater inter-visibility with LCA 31.  Consequently, it is more affected by the 

landscape of LCA 31, which has been degraded by field expansion and mineral 

 
2 Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study (2012), Part 2 (2014) and Part 3 (2016) 
3 An approach to landscape sensitivity assessment – to inform spatial planning and land management 
(Natural England, June 2019) 
4 Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Pages 10-12 
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extraction, than most parts of LCA 32.  Although, within the Symondshyde strategic 

site allocation, there is a distinct difference in character between LCAs 31 and 32, 

there is no strong landscape barrier that separates them.  The Landscape Sensitivity 

Appraisal Suggests that there is an abrupt change from Low-moderate sensitivity in 

LCA31 to Moderate-high in LCA 32 at the boundary between the two LCAs within the 

Symondshyde site allocation.  On the ground the change in the landscape is not as 

abrupt as this.   Whilst parts of LCA 32 to the north and west of Titnol’s Wood are 

perceived as remote and tranquil and a Moderate-high sensitivity is accurate, the 

south eastern edge (which is adjacent to LCA 31 where it has been subject to 

minerals extraction) is perceived as less remote and tranquil and therefore less 

sensitive.  

 

North West Hatfield (SDS5 - HAT1)  
20. North West Hatfield is located within LCA 31: De Havilland Plain.  The study divides 

LCA31 into three areas. HAT 1 is located within LCA 31a.  The study identifies that 

the part of LCA 31a in which HAT 1 is located has an overall low-moderate 

landscape sensitivity to residential development.  The Estate’s Landscape Consultant 

agrees with this conclusion.  The key sensitivities for this area are the BAP Priority 

Habitat deciduous woodland and the extensive public access enjoyed in this area.   

 
Marshmoor (SDS7 – WeG4b)   

21. The area of land between the A1000 and the railway line, within which the 

Marshmoor site allocation is located, lies within LCA 46 Hatfield Park.  The 

Landscape Sensitivity Assessment however considers this area within LCA 54: 

Potters Bar Parkland, as the remainder of LCA 46 is entirely constrained.  The 

assessment also concludes that this area of land has little relationship with Hatfield 

Park in terms of character.  Sensitivity to residential development has been judged as 

low.  The Estate’s Landscape Consultant agrees with this conclusion.  The key 

sensitivities for this area are the pockets of BAP Priority Habitat deciduous woodland 

and Marshmoor Lane Grassland Strip Local Wildlife Site which would need to be 

protected.  
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Ellenbrook (Land at Wilkens Green Lane) (HAT 4 - Call for Sites, 2019) 
22. The Ellenbrook site is located within LCA 30: Colney Heath Farmland. This LCA is 

judged to have moderate sensitivity to residential development.  The Estate’s 

Landscape Consultant agrees with this conclusion.  The key sensitivities for this area 

are areas of BAP Priority Habitat deciduous woodland, historic buildings off Wilkins 

Green, the rural character of the lands and the Alban Way long distance footpath.   

 
Comments on EX160 – Green Gap Assessment   

 
23. The Green Gap Assessment has been commissioned by the Borough Council in 

response to questions raised by the Inspector about the role of Green Belt and the 

‘local purpose’ it is said to perform in maintaining the existing settlement pattern in 

the Green Belt studies produced to support the Local Plan.  The Inspector has noted 

that the protection of settlement patterns is not a statutory purpose of the Green Belt 

and suggested that it might be appropriate for the Council to consider specific 

designations to provide protection for open breaks between settlements rather than 

to rely on Green Belt policy. 

 
24. The aims of the Green Gap Assessment were to provide evidence to inform the 

location of site allocations (that minimise impacts on settlement separation), as well 

as to inform a potential future policy on gaps to maintain the separation of 

settlements.   

 
25. Since undertaking the first review of the Borough Council’s Green Belt Studies in 

2015 (especially in relation to Marshmoor), the Estate’s Landscape Consultant has 

consistently questioned the inclusion of a local purpose to maintain the settlement 

pattern in the studies.  It was also criticised by the authors of the most recent East 

Hertfordshire Green Belt Study.  The Estate were therefore very surprised and 

disappointed to see that it had found its way into the Welwyn Hatfield Green Belt 

Study Stage 3 issued in August 2018.  The Inspector in his letter of 24 October 2018 

(EX91B) also identified this as inappropriate in a Green Belt Study.  
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26. Acknowledging the desire of the Borough Council to ‘protect some or all of the open 

breaks between settlements in the Green Belt’5 the Inspector made it clear that ‘the 

protection of the settlement pattern is not a statutory purpose of the Green Belt and 

this analysis should be kept totally separate from any findings about the future of the 

Green Belt.’6  The Estates Landscape Consultant agrees with this approach and 

considers that the current proposal for a Green Gap Policy is a more transparent 

means of maintaining the separation of settlements within Welwyn Hatfield.  The 

usefulness of the policy will however depend on the quality of the analysis in the 

Green Gap Assessment.  In addition, a Green Gap Policy is more limited in its 

usefulness when the settlements to be separated are not both in the Borough 

Council’s administrative area.     

 
27. There is one aspect to the Green Gap Assessment which is confusing.  The Green 

Gap Policy Areas ‘proposed’ by the Green Gap Assessment do not take account of 

the draft site allocations.  The effect of those allocations is discussed in the text 

(Pressure on the Gap and Potential Impact of Promoted Sites) and summarised in 

Table 4-3 Summary of potential effect of proposed/potential site allocations on 

settlement separation.  It is not however clear exactly what is meant by ‘proposed’ 

gap policy areas as shown on Figure 4.1: (page 131) as if implemented they would 

rule out many of the draft site allocations.  Conversely the text in Table 4-3 implies 

that many of the draft site allocations would not result in significant adverse impacts 

on the sense of separation but this is nor shown anywhere on a plan.  Whilst the 

Assessment makes some clear statements regarding the draft site allocations and 

the sites from the 2019 ‘Call for Sites’ it does not: 

 
• make any recommendations,  

• grade the sites regarding their impact on the exiting settlement pattern, or   

• include a plan showing proposed Green Gap Policy Areas that is consistent with 

the submitted draft Local Plan. 

 
28. Unlike other potential site allocations, the strategic site allocation at Symondshyde is 

shown on the plans.  This is in order to undertake an assessment of the need for a 

green gap policy area between the new settlement and Hatfield and between the new 

settlement and Wheathampstead. 
 

5 Letter from Inspector to WHBC on 24/10/18 (EX91B) 
6 Letter from Inspector to WHBC on 24/10/18 (EX91B) 
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29. Whilst a general point, the repeated assertion throughout the report that Hatfield 

grew up around the gates of Hatfield House is incorrect. Hatfield already existed as a 

small settlement at the time the Domesday Book was completed in 1086, known as 

Hetfelle, more than 500 years before Hatfield House was built by the Cecil family. 

 
30. The following comments relate specifically to those sites in which the Estate has an 

interest.      

 

Symondshyde (SDS6 – HAT15)    
31. The approach taken in the Assessment to ignore the strategic draft site allocations 

means that the Green Gap Policy Area shown on P116, and on Figure 4.1: Proposed 

gap policy areas (page 131) includes all of HAT1, a strategic draft site allocation.  

The assessment concludes however that ‘If the allocation were to be built this would 

extend the edge of Hatfield towards Symondshyde. However, there would still be a 

gap of around 1km between the two settlements.’7  The implication being that this 

would be sufficient to maintain a separate sense of identity for Symondshyde. 

 
32. The Estate would not support the Green Gap Policy Area shown on P116 and on 

Figure 4.1 but would support a Green Gap Policy Area between HAT 1 (Coopers 

Green Lane) and the southern edge of the Symondshyde allocation.  Such a Policy 

Area would help to maintain the separate identify of Symondshyde as a new village. 

The Estate would also support the aims of the Green Gap Policy Area as set out on 

Page 115 if applied to this Area.  In fact, the Landscape Vision (EX52) prepared for 

the Estate by Michelle Bolger Expert Landscape Consultant is consistent with all 

these aims.  Furthermore, the Estate has previously indicated that they would be 

willing to impose a restrictive covenant on the ‘gap’ as part of the Green Corridor to 

guard against future development in a similar way to the principles enshrined into the 

‘Salisbury Line’ to the south of Welwyn Garden City.   

 
33. The Green Gap Assessment also considers the gap between Symondshyde and 

Wheathampstead and concludes that the distance is around 2km and includes robust 

 
7 Green Gap Assessment, Page 115 and 130 
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features including Symondshyde Great Wood which would prevent any expansion of 

Symondshyde north-westwards towards Wheathampstead. Consequently, it was 

considered that there is no need for a ‘gap policy’ area in this location.  The Estate’s 

Landscape Consultant agrees with this conclusion.  

 

North West Hatfield (SDS5 - HAT1)  
34. As discussed above, the Green Gap Assessment shows a proposed Green Gap 

Policy Area across the whole of the HAT 1 draft strategic site allocation but in the text 

implies that, if the allocation were to be built, there would still be sufficient distance 

between the settlements for Symondshyde to maintain a separate identity.  This is 

confusing and greater clarity is required.   

 

Marshmoor (SDS7 – WeG4b)   
35. The area of land between the A1000 and the railway line is located to the east of 

Welham Green and was considered in the Green Gap Assessment in the Hatfield 

and Welham Green assessment.  The conclusion was that the gap required to 

maintain the separate identity of Welham Green was land to the west of the village.  

Land to the east in which the Marshmoor site allocation is located was not 

considered to make any significant contribution to the existing settlement pattern  

 
Ellenbrook (Land at Wilkens Green Lane) (HAT 4 - Call for Sites, 2019) 

36. The Ellenbrook site is located within the area assessed to determine the separation 

between Hatfield and St Albans (St Albans District).  The study concluded that 

because ‘the gap between Smallford (St Albans) and Hatfield is currently quite small 

and vulnerable to future development, it would be appropriate to identify a gap policy 

area within Welwyn Hatfield’s part of the gap in order to help prevent the future 

merging of Hatfield with St Albans.’8  The proposed Green Gap Policy Area however, 

extends along the whole western edge of Hatfield and includes areas at some 

distance from Smallford, and areas where the gap is 2km or more.  The Estate’s 

Landscape Consultant does not consider that the extent of the Green Gap Policy 

Area as shown on Page 70 and Figure 4.3 is justified by the analysis in the Green 

Gap Assessment.  

 
8 Green Gap Assessment Page 69 
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37. The Ellenbrook site is considered within the section ‘Pressure on the Gap and 

Potential Impact of Promoted Sites’.  It is considered along with several other 

promoted sites from the Borough Council’s recent Call for Sites exercise (2019) all of 

which are located along the western edge of Hatfield (Hat 2, 3, 4, 9 and 19).  The 

sites are not assessed individually but the conclusion reached is that ‘Although there 

is a clear gap between Hatfield and St Albans across much of the area, the gap 

between Hatfield and Smallford is vulnerable and development of these sites will 

almost join Hatfield to St Albans.’9 Whilst this may be true with regard to development 

of some of the sites listed it is not an accurate reflection of the impact of the 

development on the Ellenbrook site (Hat 4).  The site does not extend any further 

west than the existing urban edge at Ellenbrook and would have no effect on the size 

of the gap between Hatfield and Smallford.   

 

 
9 Green Gap Assessment Page 69 
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Dear Anthony 

 

Proposed Development at Symondshyde 

Review of Arcadis Letter Report 

 

Thank you for providing copy of the letter report prepared by Arcadis, dated 4 April 2018, detailing their 

review of our October 2018 report. Further to our recent discussions, we are pleased to provide the 

following observations and further information, for your consideration. 

 

We are not aware of the precise terms of Arcadis’ appointment by Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council with 

regard to the preparation of the review, so provide the following comments in good faith, with the content 

of the Arcadis letter report taken at face value. 

 

Arcadis appear to faithfully refer to comments within our October 2018 report and also appear to make 

accurate reference to information provided by the Save Symondshyde Group. Arcadis have undertaken a 

site walkover, to carry out a visual inspection of the reported features, but have not procured any further 

data or investigation records, with the exception of a review of publicly available borehole records at the 

site. 

 

We note that, in general, Arcadis appear to agree with the general basis of our October 2018 report, and 

that they concur with the general principles of the development risk management strategy. They concur 

that a scheme of investigation is required in order to definitively understand the nature of and risk 

presented by potential mining and dissolution hazards. Nonetheless, a number of observations are raised 

by Arcadis, which we are able to offer further clarification toward. 

 

Review of features identified by the Save Symondshyde Group 

In their report, Arcadis discuss features 1, 4, 5 and 11 that were identified within information provided by 

Save Symondshyde and identified by them as possible sinkholes. Imperial College, on behalf of Save 

Symondshyde, refer only to features 5 and 11 as ‘probable’ sinkholes, but do also acknowledge that the 

pond at feature 5 could be attributed to gravel extraction. 

 

In their interpretation, it is noted that Arcadis omit reference to feature 4 as a sinkhole and suggest that 

features 1, 5 and 11 may be caused by dissolution. However, they agree with our October 2018 report, in 

that there are “equally plausible alternative explanations (such as chalk mining, quarrying for gravel and 

the variability of glacial soils)” and that the cause cannot be reliably determined without intrusive ground 

investigation. 

 



 

 

 

ST16935/0002 2 30 October 2019 

 

As is clear, determining the nature of these features is fraught. In this case, there appears to be a general 

uncertainty between Save Symondshyde, Imperial College, Arcadis or ourselves, as to which features may 

or may not be related to dissolution. This problem underlines the need to employ a risk management 

strategy, in which the prospect of such hazards can be determined as is reasonably practicable, to be 

refined by appropriate further investigation in due course. 

 

It is only following appropriate investigation that the nature of such features can be reliably determined. 

On this point, it appears that there is a good degree of consensus between Imperial College, Arcadis and 

ourselves. 

 

 

Karst/dissolution features 

Arcadis appear to reference the same published 1:50,000 scale British Geological Survey (BGS) geological 

mapping referred to in our October 2018 report. This is based on field geological mapping undertaken by 

the BGS in the 1920s. 

 

A karstic landscape, or the presence of karst, occurs due to the flow of water over and through soluble 

rocks, such as carbonates (limestone and chalk), or evaporites (salt and gypsum). Karst landscapes may 

feature disappearing streams (dry valleys), springs, sinkholes and cave systems. Some 21.6% of the 

European land surface is characterised by the presence of carbonate rocks (Chen et al, 2017). 

 

In order to explore the potential for chalk dissolution and karst hazards at the site, we have been in contact 

with the BGS regional geologist, Dr Andrew Farrant. Dr Farrant has advised us that the area between St 

Albans and Welwyn has recently been remapped by the BGS and that this exercise had significantly 

improved the understanding of both superficial and solid geology. We understand that the recent re-

mapping has demonstrated that the superficial geology in the region is significantly more complex than 

previously indicated on the publicly available mapping. 

 

Whilst the results of the recent re-mapping are not yet publicly available as part of a revised published 

geological map, we understand from discussion with Dr Farrant, that more evidence or emphasis has been 

placed on the identification of geomorphological features in the region. This has involved a regional review 

of surface topographical and probable karstic features, with the result understood to suggest that the 

previous geological mapping was far from complete in terms of the understanding and frequency of such 

features. This is understood to extend to the conclusion that there may be a number of palaeo-Thames 

terraces in the area and that not all surface depressions that may be identified on LiDAR imagery are the 

product of natural dissolution hazards or sinkholes. 

 

 

BGS GeoReport 

In order to obtain the latest position and understanding of the BGS, including reference to their latest field 

mapping observations and understanding of the superficial and chalk geology of the site, a site specific 

GeoReport has been obtained from the BGS. The report is enclosed for reference and includes extracts of 

the BGS 1:50,000 scale geological and hazard mapping. Of particular relevance, however, is the Geological 

Assessment and Geologist’s Assessment of Geohazard Potential for the site. 

 

The published geological mapping (Drawing ST16935-005, originally appended to our October 2018 report 

and enclosed to this letter, for ease of reference) identifies that the majority of the site is underlain by the 

Lowestoft Formation, with only a small area at the extreme east of the site indicated to be underlain by 

fluvial sand and gravel of the Kesgrave Catchment Sub-Group. 

 

In their Geologist’s Assessment of Geohazard Potential, the BGS indicate that dissolution hazards are less 

likely beneath the glacial till of the Lowestoft Formation (‘Level B’), but are assessed as being at ‘Level C’ 

where the sand and gravel deposits of the Kesgrave Catchment Sub-Group are present. ‘Level C’ is defined 

by the BGS as being where “Site investigation should consider potential for dissolution problems on the site 
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and its surroundings. Care should be taken with local drainage into the adjacent bedrock.” There is no 

specific advice given by the BGS in respect to the lower risk, ‘Level B’ area, which dominates the 

Symondshyde site. 

 

It must also be noted, therefore, that the level of risk considered by the BGS to exist on the site falls short 

of that where they advise that specialist land stability assessment is necessary. In this regard, it may be 

concluded that the Gascoyne Cecil Estate has already afforded a level of consideration that far exceeds 

that which could be expected, particularly at this stage of the development process. 

 

Arcadis rightly note that they have not had the benefit of the ground investigation records provided to us 

by Cemex, the operator of the adjoining Hatfield Quarry. We do have copies of those records, but, as they 

are commercially sensitive and in relation to the resource investigations of an operational quarry site, we 

are not at liberty to disclose them to third parties. Nonetheless, our review has found that they indicate 

that the depth to rockhead generally varies across the site in accordance with the contour data that Cemex 

have provided and is shown alongside the published LiDAR data in our 2018 report. The BGS have been 

provided limited confidential access to this information, and duly refer in their GeoReport. 

 

Arcadis state in their summary, that the variations in depth to chalk recorded by Cemex and the BGS 

indicate a karstic environment. It should be noted that although both LiDAR and site investigation logs 

indicate variations in the depth to rockhead across site, the cause of these features cannot be definitively 

ascertained without intrusive or geophysical investigation; a point that Arcadis later make in their 

conclusion. The BGS refer to the presence of two dry valleys crossing the site and indicate that the Cemex 

data provides a suggestion of the presence of a buried palaeo-valley. 

 

The BGS also make reference to the features identified by Save Symondshyde. Whilst a karstic origin to 

some features identified on site cannot be ruled out, they do conclude that features 1, 5 and 11 (as also 

referred to by Arcadis) are most likely to be either old gravel / chalk pits or historical features, rather than 

karst. 

 

The BGS GeoReport notes that there are no recorded karst features (natural cavities or sinkholes) in the 

area, but does acknowledge the presence of surface depressions identified by LiDAR surveys. The BGS add 

that “the vast majority of surface depressions on the Chalk outcrop are old chalk or gravel pits, and not 

related to karst features.” Nonetheless, the potential for dissolution features to be present in the area is 

acknowledged and understood by the Gascoyne Cecil Estate and outline proposals to manage and mitigate 

the risks arising from such features are indicated in the development risk management strategy, presented 

within our 2018 report. 

 

 

Mining Risk 

Arcadis refer to the need for further desk study research regarding the presence of historical chalk mines 

beneath the site. This is in relation to the record of chalk pits nearby to the site and a reference to the Peter 

Brett Associates’ mining cavities database, suggesting the presence of cavities relating to historical chalk 

mining at the site. 

 

This risk was identified in our October 2018 report and the risks presented to development by mining 

activity are not the same as those presented by natural dissolution hazards. Our 2018 report does refer to 

work undertaken by the University of Hertfordshire, in the construction of their College Lane campus in 

Hatfield, where extensive abandoned chalk mines were identified, investigated and stabilised during the 

course of the construction of the new campus facilities. 

 

The presence of mining related hazards can have a significant impact on the stability of a development, but 

this is able to be identified and mitigated successfully during the course of development. This is fully 

appreciated by Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, who clearly state on their website that the possibility of 

chalk mine workings “…does not prevent new developments…” 
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Nonetheless, we have contacted Peter Brett Associates (PBA) to seek clarification of the record of cavities 

within the site. PBA have interrogated the source data to their database and confirmed that the original 

source record is a passage of text within a written archive, that referred to the presence of shafts at 

Symondshyde Farm, to depths of between 14 and 20 feet. PBA indicate that there is no reference to the 

number of features or their precise location. 

 

The BGS also make reference to chalk mining in the area of the site, albeit there are no records of such 

mining activity on site. Old BGS fieldslips (records taken by field mapping geologists that often record 

geomorphological features or other features of interest) indicate the presence of an old shaft to the north 

of the site, east of Long Grove Plantation.  

 

This additional information does not materially improve upon the understanding of the site, gained by 

reference to the Arup Review of Mining Instability in Great Britain, referred to in our 2018 report. The 

potential for abandoned underground mines can be satisfactorily addressed by intrusive investigation in 

advance of development and does not represent a fundamental barrier to the development of a site. In 

the event that a mining cavity is encountered, well established engineering practices are available to infill 

and stabilise the cavity and thereby facilitate safe development of the site.  

 

 

Scope of Investigation (Geophysical) 

Arcadis make clear conclusions that it would be necessary to undertake targeted intrusive ground 

investigations at the site, to focus on areas of higher risk within the site. This is in accordance with the 

recommendations of the development risk management strategy proposed in our October 2018 report and 

we are therefore in agreement that this is an appropriate recommendation. 

 

However, it is unclear from Arcadis’ concluding remarks what they would view as being a proportionate 

level of investigation for plan-making purposes. The report suggests that the investigation should comprise 

a non-intrusive phase (geophysical investigation), followed by an intrusive phase. Whilst, in principle, we 

would concur with this approach, clarity is required as to the scope of the geophysical investigation, in 

cognisance of the size of the Symondshyde site and the current stage of the planning process. 

 

We have made initial enquiries of a specialist geophysical contractor, to gauge the geophysical techniques 

they would typically employ on sites of possible shallow mining and dissolution risk, and to seek indicative 

costs and timescales for an appropriate scheme of geophysical investigation. 

 

These enquiries have revealed that in addition to the costs of the geophysical investigation, a conventional 

intrusive investigation would also be required to correlate the findings of the geophysics and to obtain 

engineering data to inform design work. The costs and scale of such a combined intrusive and geophysical 

investigation for an area the size of the Symondshyde site would be substantial and, therefore, 

disproportionate relative to both the anticipated risks to development at this site and the current status of 

the proposed allocation. 

 

The BGS Geologist’s Assessment of Geohazard Potential is perhaps helpful to provide context to both the 

risk of dissolution hazards at the site and the scope of required mitigation measures. Even in consideration 

of the worst case dissolution hazard risk at the site, determined by the BGS to be ‘Level C’ (with much of 

the site likely to be at a lower risk), the advised scope of investigation does not extend to that of a ‘specialist 

site investigation and stability assessment’ and ought, therefore, to be broadly within the scope of a routine 

engineering investigation in advance of any development. 
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Timing of information to support development 

By way of a useful comparison, the Local Authority areas of Cheshire West & Chester and Cheshire East 

include areas where there is active and abandoned underground salt mining and risk of both man-

made/controlled and natural dissolution. These are, in principle, broadly similar ground instability risks to 

those present at the Symondshyde site. In the formation of their Local Plans, the two Cheshire authorities 

did not specifically consider mining or dissolution risks as a factor precluding the allocation of a site within 

their Local Plan. The Cheshire authorities use the development management process, and the 

requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework, to seek assurance from developers that any site 

brought forward for development is assessed for instability risks and that the proposed scheme 

incorporates appropriate mitigation to ensure the safety and stability of the development. 

 

By reference to the Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council website, it appears that a similar process is well 

established and undertaken in this authority area, with a risk assessment being undertaken by the planning 

officer at the pre-application stage. This risk assessment is then used to determine the level of supporting 

information that an applicant must thereafter provide with their planning application. 

 

Our 2018 report and the subsequent research that has been undertaken, serves to identify the probable 

ground stability related constraints to the development of the Symondshyde site. To date, and as generally 

agreed by Arcadis, no identified or reasonably anticipated stability constraint at the Symondshyde site has 

been considered to represent an issue that may be fundamentally incompatible with the viable or safe 

development of the site. In the absence of any ‘show stopping’ constraints, it may be concluded that a safe 

and stable development of the site can be successfully accomplished by use of routine engineering 

investigation led design and mitigation solutions, as is common practice on comparable sites. 

 

As demonstrated by ongoing development in the Welwyn and Hatfield area, and in other areas of the 

country affected by similar geo-hazards (e.g. Cheshire), the development management process can be 

successfully used to ensure that hazards are identified and mitigated to provide a safe and stable 

development. 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

for Wardell Armstrong LLP 

 

 
 

C SMITH  

Technical Director 

csmith@wardell-armstrong.com 

 

 

Encs: Drawing ST16935-005 

BGS GeoReport ref: BGS_301367/1557 
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Geological Assessment: Area 

This report contains a geological description of the specified site or area.  It is based on currently 
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Search location 
 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019. OS OpenMap Local: Scale: 1:25 000 (1cm = 250 m) 

Search location indicated in red 

 

This report describes a site located at National Grid Reference 520155, 211482. 

Note that for sites of irregular shape, this point may lie outside the site boundary. 

Where the client has submitted a site plan the assessment will be based on the area 

given.
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Geological Map Extracts 1:50,000 Scale 

 

This part of the report contains extracts of geological maps taken from the 1:50 000 

scale BGS Digital Geological Map of Great Britain (BGS Geology 50k). The 

geological information in BGS Geology is divided into four themes: artificial ground, 

landslide deposits, superficial deposits and bedrock, shown here in separate maps. 

The fifth ‘combined geology’ map superimposes all four of these themes, to show the 
uppermost geological formations. 

 

More information about BGS Geology 50k is available here 

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/products/digitalmaps/DiGMapGB_50.html and information on 

the BGS geological classification schemes here http://www.bgs.ac.uk/bgsrcs/. The 

maps are labelled with two-part computer codes that indicate the name of the 

geological unit and its composition. Descriptions of the units listed in the map keys 

may be available in the BGS Lexicon of Named Rock Units 

(http://www.bgs.ac.uk/lexicon/). If available, these descriptions can be found by 

searching against the first part of the computer code used on the maps. Please 

consult the legend and the codes on the map in areas of complex geology. If in 

doubt, please contact BGS Enquiries for clarification. 

 

In the map legends the geological units are listed in order of their age, as defined in 

the BGS Lexicon, with the youngest first. However, where units are of the same 

defined age they are listed alphabetically and this may differ from the actual 

geological sequence. 

 

Please note that the geological descriptions and hazard assessments in this report 

are based on the most recent large-scale surveys in the area which date from 2018, 

and which are more up-to-date than the map extracts included in Section 5 of this 

report which are based on the published BGS 1:50,000 scale maps. The recent BGS 

mapping does not cover the exact site location, but covered the area immediately to 

the west (including Chalkdell Wood, Symondshyde Great Wood and Sandridge). As 

the new mapping did not cover the site, there are no new geological maps of the site 

itself. The descriptions are based on this new data, and revised interpretations of 

borehole data and previous map data.  

 

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/products/digitalmaps/DiGMapGB_50.html
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/bgsrcs/
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/lexicon/
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Artificial ground 

This is ground at or near the surface that has been modified by man. It includes 

ground that has been deposited (Made Ground) or excavated (Worked Ground), or 

some combination of these: Landscaped Ground or Disturbed Ground. 

 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019 
Scale: 1:50 000 (1cm = 500 m) 
Search area indicated in red 

 

Key to Artificial ground: 
No deposits found in the search area 
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Landslide deposits  

These are deposits formed by localised mass-movement of soils and rocks on slopes 

under the action of gravity. Landslides may occur within the bedrock, superficial 

deposits or artificial ground; and the landslide deposits may themselves be artificially 

modified.  

 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019 
Scale: 1:50 000 (1cm = 500 m) 
Search area indicated in red 

 

Key to Landslide deposits: 

No deposits found in the search area 
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Superficial deposits 

These are relatively young geological deposits, formerly known as ‘Drift’, which lie on 
the bedrock in many areas. They include deposits such as unconsolidated sands and 

gravels formed by rivers, and clayey tills formed by glacial action. They may be 

overlain by landslide deposits or by artificial deposits, or both. 

 

   
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019 
Scale: 1:50 000 (1cm = 500 m) 
Search area indicated in red  

 

Key to Superficial deposits: 
Map colour Computer Code Name of geological unit Composition 

 ALV-XCZSV ALLUVIUM CLAY, SILT, SAND AND GRAVEL 

 LOFT-DMTN LOWESTOFT FORMATION DIAMICTON 

 KGCA-XSV KESGRAVE CATCHMENT SUBGROUP SAND AND GRAVEL 

 RTDU-XSV 
RIVER TERRACE DEPOSITS 
(UNDIFFERENTIATED) 

SAND AND GRAVEL 

 CWF-XCZSV CLAY-WITH-FLINTS FORMATION CLAY, SILT, SAND AND GRAVEL 

 
NB This map extract is based on published BGS data. The geological descriptions in this 

report are based on new map data not shown on these extracts. 
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Bedrock 

Bedrock forms the ground underlying the whole of an area, commonly overlain by 

superficial deposits, landslide deposits or artificial deposits, in any combination. The 

bedrock formations were formerly known as the ‘Solid Geology’. 
 

 
 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019 
Scale: 1:50 000 (1cm = 500 m) 

 

Key to Bedrock geology: 
Map colour Computer Code Name of geological unit Rock type 

 LC-XCZS LONDON CLAY FORMATION CLAY, SILT AND SAND 

 LMBE-XCZS LAMBETH GROUP CLAY, SILT AND SAND 

 CKR-CHLK CHALK ROCK MEMBER CHALK 

 LESE-CHLK 
LEWES NODULAR CHALK FORMATION AND 
SEAFORD CHALK FORMATION 
(UNDIFFERENTIATED) 

CHALK 

 HNCK-CHLK 
HOLYWELL NODULAR CHALK FORMATION AND 
NEW PIT CHALK FORMATION 
(UNDIFFERENTIATED) 

CHALK 

 

NB This map extract is based on published BGS data. The geological descriptions in this 

report are based on new map data not shown on these extracts. 

Search area indicated in red 

 

  Fault 

 Coal, ironstone or 
      mineral vein 
 
Note: Faults are shown for 
illustration and to aid 
interpretation of the map. 
Because these maps are 
generalised from more detailed 
versions not all such features 
are shown and their absence 
on the map face does not 
necessarily mean that none are 
present. Coals, ironstone beds 
and mineral veins occur only in 
certain rock types and regions 
of the UK; if present here, they 
will be described under 
‘bedrock’ below. 
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Combined ‘Surface Geology’ Map 

This map shows all the geological themes from the previous four maps overlaid in 

order of age. 

 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019 
Scale: 1:50 000 (1cm = 500 m) 
Search area indicated in red  

 

NB This map extract is based on published BGS data. The geological descriptions in this 

report are based on new map data not shown on these extracts. 

 

Please see the Keys to the Artificial, Landslide, Superficial and Bedrock 

geology maps.
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Geological Assessment 
 

This module contains a geological description of the site or area specified by the 

customer. It is based on a combination of currently available 1:10 560 scale 

geological maps and recent 1:10,000 geological mapping immediately west of the 

site, together with other relevant local information such as borehole records. 

 

Setting: 

The site is located on gently sloping ground on the northern side of the Vale of St 

Albans. The ground slopes to the southeast from c. 104 m above Ordnance Datum 

(OD) in the northwest to 83 m OD in the southeast. The drainage is entirely 

underground, apart from what appears to be a field-drain draining an area of glacial 

till deposit at Dogsheart Spring, in the central portion of the site 

 

Artificial ground: 

No Artificial Ground has been recorded by BGS up to the time of map compilation 

and Ordnance Survey maps, both current and historic, show no significant previous 

development of the site other than farm buildings and associated infrastructure. 

There may be localised worked and made ground associated with small scale 

historical disused gravel extraction in the northern half of the site. The southern part 

of the site is part of an active or recently worked gravel quarry.  

 

Superficial deposits: 

The published BGS 1:50,000 scale geological map suggests the site is underlain by 

glacial till (Lowestoft Formation, of Anglian age) and fluvial sand and gravel 

(Kesgrave Catchment Sub-Group, of Early Pleistocene age). Recent re-mapping of 

the immediately adjacent area to the west suggests this is broadly correct, but is 

more complex than shown on the published geological map and in the digital 

geological map extracts provided in this GeoReport. 

 

The Kesgrave Catchment Sub-Group comprise sand and gravel deposits consisting 

mostly of flint, but with significant quartz, quartzite and other exotic (non-local) clasts. 

It comprises a stacked series of river terraces, each deposited by the ancestral River 

Thames which used to flow northeast through the Vale of St Albans before it was 

diverted southwards by the Anglian ice sheet. In the Sandridge area, several distinct 

gravel terraces (Members) can be recognised; each forming a distinct step in the 

landscape. The highest preserved terrace is the Satwell Gravel Member which caps 

the ridge north of the site at c. 105 m OD (to the west of Titnol’s Wood). The next 

lower terrace is the Chorleywood Gravel Member, the base of which is at 83 - 85 m 

OD. This extends eastwards from Sandridge to Symondshyde Great Wood, but 

becomes discontinuous around Symondshyde Farm where it has been removed by 

erosion. Discontinuous remnants are likely to be present in the area. Below this is the 

Gerrards Cross Gravel Member at 68 - 70 m OD. This underlies the flat ground south 

of Symondshyde Farm, and is currently being worked for gravel. It may extend onto 

the southern edge of the site. Borehole records suggest that each of the gravel 
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terrace units are typically 4 - 6 m thick, possibly up to 8 m locally. In the 

Symondshyde Farm, the terrace deposits have been largely eroded except along the 

southern margin, although local patches 2 - 4 m thick may remain. 

 

These gravel terraces are locally buried by younger glacial deposits, mostly the 

Lowestoft Formation, a glacial till deposit of middle Quaternary (Anglian) age. The 

Lowestoft Formation comprises stiff to firm, blue-grey clay with chalk, flint, quartz and 

quartzite fragments, and other exotic clasts. It weathers to an orange-brown colour.. 

Within the Lowestoft Formation, there may be thin beds of coarse-grained sand and 

gravel, and thin beds of laminated clay. Sand and gravel lenses may be present in 

this area associated with localised glaciofluvial outwash or lateral moraines on the 

margins of the ice sheet as it advanced down the Vale of St Albans.  

 

These glacial deposits are draped over the irregular pre-Anglian landscape, partially 

burying the Terrace deposits and the intervening Chalk exposed between the terrace 

steps. The result is a patchy distribution of glacial till, with the underlying Terrace 

gravels and Chalk bedrock locally exposed as inliers. The thickness of the Lowestoft 

Formation is variable. It typically forms a thin drape 1 - 6 m thick over the area, 

locally thicker where it infills palaeovalleys incised into the pre-Anglian landscape. In 

the Symondshyde Farm area, it is between 1 and 4 m thick.  

 

Since the end of the Anglian glaciation, renewed erosion and weathering has led to 

the deposition of solifluction and slope deposits known as Head. Head deposits are 

commonly present on slopes or on the floor of valleys. They have formed mainly by 

gradual down-slope mass-movement (solifluction) under past conditions of cold 

climate, but can include the products of more recent soil creep or hill wash. Their 

composition reflects that of the local materials from which they were derived, either 

the bedrock or other types of superficial deposit, or both in combination. Head 

deposits typically are poorly stratified and poorly sorted, and can be variable in 

composition. Locally, they are typically composed of flinty, silty, sandy orange-brown 

pebbly clay. Head deposits may be more extensive than shown on the published 

geological map, but if so, probably as only as a layer between 1 - 3 m in thickness, 

and they are possibly discontinuous. Head is likely to occur on the east facing slope 

in Titnol’s wood, north of Symondshyde Farm, and in the base of dry valleys. 

 

Rockhead depth: 

Rockhead is uneven across the site, and generally gets deeper to the south of the 

site.  

 

The rockhead beneath the gravel terrace deposits is likely to have initiated as a 

relatively planar surface, but one that has been much modified by secondary 

dissolution and weathering. These secondary processes may have created sediment 

filled dissolution pipes that penetrate several metres down into the underlying chalk. 

Where dissolution pipes are common, the rockhead may become very irregular, with 

an egg-box type topography. The size and distribution of these dissolution pipes is 
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highly variable. Putty chalk is likely to occur at rockhead, especially within the 

Seaford Chalk Formation. 

 

Away from the Terraces (across much of the site) the rockhead is closer to the 

surface, but is more irregular. The rockhead surface will reflect the pre-Anglian 

topography prior to the deposition of the Lowestoft Formation. Rockhead contours 

provided to the client by Cemex Ltd and made available to BGS suggests there is a 

buried palaeo-valley trending N - S across the site up to 5 m deep. This has been 

infilled with glaciofluvial outwash gravel and Lowestoft Formation till. Either side of 

this buried palaeo-valley, rockhead is close to the surface. Chalk has been recorded 

from old pits adjacent to Symondshyde Farm, and is close to the surface in the east 

of the site south of Long Grove Plantation. The rockhead will be slightly deeper 

beneath the Head deposits that occur in the base of the two dry valleys that cross the 

site. 

 

Bedrock: 

The site is underlain by the Upper Cretaceous Chalk Group. The published BGS 

1:50,000 scale maps show Lewes Nodular and Seaford Chalk formations (LESE) 

undivided, which is equivalent to the lower part of the Upper Chalk of previous 

nomenclature. Recent re-mapping in the area immediately to the west indicates that 

the site is underlain by the Seaford Chalk Formation and the Lewes Nodular Chalk 

Formation (not shown on the digital map extracts that accompany this report). Field 

evidence to the west suggests the contact between the two formations occurs at 

approximately 85 - 90 m OD. However, neither unit is likely to be exposed at surface 

at this site, being buried under a variable thickness of superficial deposits. The 

Seaford Chalk Formation underlies the higher, northern side of the site. This unit 

comprises up to 45 m of weak, low density, blocky, smooth, white chalk with regular 

seams of large nodular flints, and locally semi-tabular flints. At this site, only the 

basal few metres are present, up to a maximum of 10 -12 m along the northern 

boundary around Titnols Wood. Old chalk pits in Chalkdell Wood 600 m west of 

Symondshyde Farm prove the lower part of the Seaford Chalk Formation (Belle Tout 

beds) at c. 90 - 95 m OD. The Seaford Chalk sequence is likely to be very 

weathered, especially just below the surface forming a de-structured putty chalk. 

 

The Lewes Nodular Chalk Formation underlies the Seaford Chalk and forms the 

basal part of what was previously known as the Upper Chalk. This unit comprises up 

to 45 m of hard to very hard, medium to high, sometimes very high density, white to 

creamy or yellowish, white nodular chalks, and chalk-stones, with interbedded soft to 

hard, low to medium density grainy white chalks, and common seams of clay-rich 

chalk (marl seams). These softer chalks are common in the upper part of the 

sequence. Small patches of iron-staining, commonly marking fossil sponges, are 

characteristic. Regular bands of nodular flint are common, often carious in the upper 

part. The lower part of the Formation comprises several closely spaced glauconitic 

hardgrounds forming the Chalk Rock Member. At Symondshyde Farm, the Chalk 

Rock Member is estimated to occur at a depth of c. 41 m. 
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The Chalk in this area dips very gently to the east south east. There are no known 

faults, but the chalk is likely to be highly fractured near the surface. 

 

Additional considerations: 

The Chalk Group is prone to dissolution, leading to the development of dissolution 

pipes and sinkholes. In this area, the Chalk outcrop is largely buried beneath 

superficial deposits. There are no recorded karst features (natural cavities or 

sinkholes) in the area, but some closed depressions have been identified from LiDAR 

surveys. The vast majority of surface depressions on the Chalk outcrop are old chalk 

or gravel pits, and not related to karst features. BGS GeoSure datasets suggest that 

much of the area is classified as “Level B. Few dissolution features are likely to be 
present. Potential for difficult ground conditions or localised subsidence are at a level 

where they need not be considered”. An area of Level C dissolution hazard occurs 

within the search radius but just south (outside) of the site boundary) where “Some 

dissolution features may be present. Potential for difficult ground conditions are at a 

level where they may be considered, localised subsidence need not be considered 

except in exceptional circumstances”. This is associated with the outcrop of river 

terrace gravels. Some areas classified as Level D occur within the search radius, but 

not within the site. 

 

However, this dataset is based on the existing published BGS maps. Re-mapping of 

the area immediately west of the site and the geological and geomorphological 

setting suggests that dissolution features are likely to be present at this site. The 

rock-head surface beneath the palaeo-Thames river terrace deposits are likely to be 

highly irregular with sediment filled dissolution pipes extending several metres down 

into the underlying Chalk. These typically have little or no surface expression, but 

may extend several metres below the surface. The gravel workings to the south of 

the site do not extend down into the Chalk, so do not provide any additional 

information on the number or distribution of dissolution features within the chalk 

beneath rock-head. 

 

The number of dissolution features beneath the Lowestoft Formation is likely to be 

less, but localised dissolution features may be present around the margins where 

surface drainage sinks into the gravel. An ephemeral stream sink may be present just 

east of Dogsheart Spring where a field drain appears to end in gravel. 

 

Despite the lack of surface karst features, the design and construction of buildings 

and infrastructure should bear in mind the potential for uneven rock-head, the 

presence of sediment-filled dissolution pipes and highly weathered Chalk, especially 

in the southern part of the site beneath the palaeo-Thames river terrace gravels and 

beneath the palaeovalley. 

 

The site plan provided by the client indicates several possible surface depressions 

identified from LiDAR data and from a walkover survey undertaken by ‘Save 
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Symondshyde’ and provided to BGS by the client. These are described below: 

 

Site 1. There is no evidence for any old pits or mining at this location. The site is on 

glacial till. This is most likely to be an old gravel or chalk pit which has been ploughed 

in, but a karstic origin cannot be ruled out. 

 

Site 2. BGS field-slips suggest these are old chalk pits 2 - 3 m deep, excavated 

along the edge of the palaeo-Thames river terrace deposits. It is unlikely these are 

natural karst features. Similar chalk pits occur at Harlowdell Spring to the southwest. 

 

Site 3. There is no evidence for any old pits or mining at this location. The site is on 

glacial till. This is most likely to be an old gravel or chalk pit which has been ploughed 

in, but a karstic origin cannot be ruled out. 

 

Site 4. This is a small depression where a small stream shown on OS 1:25,000 

topographic maps is shown to end. This is likely to be an ephemeral field drain 

draining an area of glacial till that peters out at the contact with the terrace gravels. It 

is possible there a shallow depression has developed where runoff from the glacial till 

has sunk into the underlying river terrace gravels, and then into the Chalk. 

 

Site 5. These are ponds or old slurry pits associated with Symondshyde Farm, and 

thus are likely to be historical features rather than karstic depressions. Historic maps 

indicate an old well on the north side of the old farm buildings.  

 

Site 6. There is no evidence for any old pits or mining at this location. The site is on 

glacial till. This is most likely to be an old gravel or chalk pit which has been ploughed 

in, but a karstic origin cannot be ruled out. 

 

Site 11. This is marked as an old gravel pit on old OS topographic maps. BGS field 

slips suggest there may be chalk close to the surface at this location, and this may be 

an old chalk pit penetrating thin superficial deposits. 

 

Chalk mining 

Old BGS fieldslips (fsohd028_SWE) indicates an old shaft at NGR TL 20522 11762, 

just east of Long Grove Plantation, c. 50 m outside of the boundary of the site (see 

figure below). It is possible that this is an old dene hole. These typically comprise a 

shaft up to 20 m deep belling out into a series of radiating chambers in the Chalk at 

depth. These were dug to obtain a supply of chalk to spread on the local fields as a 

top dressing, a process known as chalking or marling. This particular site is not 

recorded in the Chelsea Speleological Society Records database. It is possible other 

deneholes may be present in the area. No other deneholes are known in the vicinity, 

but old chalk mines are known to be present at Coleman Green to the north. The 

other possibility is that it is an old well. A Royal Observer Corps shelter is recorded to 

the south of the site at TL 2070 1110. 
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BGS County series fieldslip, indicating old shaft. 
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Schematic Geological Cross-Section 
 

Not to scale 

 

National grid references for site 

Northwest (Titnol’s Wood) Southeast (52030 21135) 

    

 

 
 

This sketch represents an interpretation of the geometrical relationships of the main 

rock units described in the text. It is not to scale.  

The blue line indicates ‘rockhead’; that is the base of superficial deposits. This is the 
‘geological rockhead’, as distinct from the ‘engineering rockhead’, which is the base 
of ‘engineering soil’ (in the sense of BS5930:1999).  

 Approximate extent of Site 

Rockhead (blue 
line) 
 

Gerrards Cross 

Gravel Member 

Lowestoft 

Formation 

Satwell 

Gravel Member 
Chorleywood 

Gravel Member 

Head 

Seaford Chalk Fm 

Lewes Nodular 

Chalk Formation 
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GeoHazard Potential 
 
This module provides 
 

 An Automated Assessment of Natural Ground Stability: An indication of the 

potential for significant natural ground instability generated automatically from 

BGS’s GeoSure dataset, which is based on 1:50 000 scale digital data. It 

comprises: 

o A summary table of search results 

o Maps of the natural geological hazards 

o Keys to the table and maps, with generalised advice 

 

 A Geologist’s Assessment of Geohazard Potential: A geologist’s analysis of 
geological hazard potential for the site of interest, based on available geological 

information.  

 

 Definitions and limitations: an explanation of what this report provides  

 

 General explanations of the hazards: a brief description of each hazard 

considered by this report 
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Automated Assessment of Natural Ground Stability 
This is an automated assessment that indicates the potential for a geological hazard 
to occur within the site and a 50 m-wide buffer zone around it, or where a site 
boundary is not available, within a search area centred upon the site. It is not based 
on detailed site-specific information such as an on-site survey or site investigation. 
This assessment is intended for use by suitably-qualified professionals involved in 
conveyancing or development of low-rise properties. If in doubt users should consult 
a suitably-qualified professional about the results in this report before making any 
major decisions based upon it. 
 
Search Results: 
The following table provides answers to a series of questions about any potential 
natural ground instability found in the search area and assesses how significant they 
are. 
 

Question 1 Answer 

Hazard Hazard level 

Which natural geological 
hazards could be 
contributing to ground 
instability in the area? 

 

NOTE: The hazard levels 
are described as A (least) 
to E (greatest), or as ‘No 
Hazard’. Levels A and B 
are not considered 
significant and are not 
shown on the maps. 

 

See key tables for fuller 

explanations. 

 

NB. The hazard ratings 

shown are the maximum 

for the entire search 

area, not necessarily the 

site. 

Shrink-Swell: 
Clays that can swell when wet and shrink when dry, 

causing the ground to rise and fall.  

C 
 

 

Landslides (slope instability): 
Weak or unstable rocks that could slide downhill 

(usually slopes over 5 degrees). 

C 
 

 

Soluble Rocks (dissolution): 
Rocks that can dissolve and develop underground 

cavities that may lead to surface subsidence. 

D 
 

 

Compressible Ground: 
Very soft ground that might compress and 
progressively sink under the weight of a building or 
other load.  

D 
 

Collapsible Deposits: 
Material that is prone to collapse when it is water-

saturated and a load is placed on it.  

B   

 

Running Sand: 
Sand that can wash away or flow into holes or 

fissures due to presence of water.  

C  
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Question 2 Answer 

What action should be 

taken? 

If natural geological hazards at level C, D or E have been indicated this 
means there is potential ground instability in your area that may cause 
some properties to suffer subsidence damage. However, it does not 
necessarily mean that your property will be affected, and in order to find 
out if this is the case or not, you should obtain further advice from a 
qualified expert, such as a building surveyor. Show them this report and 
ask them to evaluate the property and its surroundings for any signs of 
existing subsidence damage and for advice on the likelihood for 
subsidence to occur in the future. The notes at the end of this report 
module may be useful in this regard. 

Note that the type of building and its surroundings (e.g. the presence of 

trees) are also very important when considering subsidence risk. Many 

types of properties, particularly newer ones, are well constructed and 

unlikely to be affected by subsidence, even in areas of significant ground 

movements. 

 

Question 3 Answer 

Where could the natural 

geological hazards occur in 

the area? 

See the maps that follow 
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Automatically generated maps of near-surface natural geological hazards 
The following maps show where significant natural ground instability at or near the 

surface could occur in relation to each of six geological hazards: shrink-swell, 

landslide (slope instability), soluble rocks (dissolution), compressible ground, 

collapsible deposits and running sand. The relative level of potential is indicated in 

colour and described in the key. Please note that a hazard is reported as significant 

for the property if it occurs within the specified site or the surrounding buffer zone. 

These maps are based on published BGS maps, and not the most recent mapping 

just west of the site. 

Shrink-Swell 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright 
and database right 2019 

Landslides (slope instability) 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright 

and database right 2019 

Soluble Rocks (dissolution) 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright 

and database right 2019 

 
Compressible Ground 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright 

and database right 2019 

 
Collapsible Deposits 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright 

and database right 2019 

 
Running Sand 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright 

and database right 2019 
 

Search area indicated in red  

50 m buffer indicated in green 

For the key to relative level of potential for natural geological hazards see over the 
page 
The unshaded (white) areas on the map (levels A, B or ‘No hazard’) represent areas where 
the conditions that cause natural ground movements due to the six natural geological hazards 
are considered to be absent or unlikely to be significant. 
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Key to Shrink-Swell Hazard: 

Level Hazard description Advice for public Advice for specialist  

C 

Ground conditions 
predominantly medium 
plasticity. 

Do not plant trees with high soil 
moisture demands near to 
buildings. Avoid increased 
infiltration and   seek specialist 
advice before disposing of large 
amounts of water to the ground 
through soakaways. 

New build – Test for plasticity index is recommended. 
Possible increase in construction cost to remove 
potential shrink-swell problems. 
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk in droughts or where high moisture demand 
vegetation is present due to shrink-swell clay problems 
if foundations are not suitable. 

D 

Ground conditions 
predominantly high 
plasticity. 

Do not plant or remove trees or 
shrubs near to buildings without 
expert advice about their effect 
and management. Seek 
specialist advice before 
disposing of large amounts of 
water to the ground through 
soakaways. 

New build – Test for plasticity index is necessary. 
Probable increase in construction cost to remove 
potential shrink-swell problems.  
Existing property – Probable increase in insurance 
risk in droughts or where high moisture demand 
vegetation is present due to shrink-swell clay problems 
if foundations are not suitable. 

E 

Ground conditions 
predominantly very high 
plasticity. 

Do not plant or remove trees or 
shrubs near to buildings without 
expert advice about their effect 
and management. Seek 
specialist advice before 
disposing of large amounts of 
water to the ground through 
soakaways. 

New build – Test for plasticity index is essential. 
Definite increase in construction cost to remove 
potential shrink-swell problems.  
Existing property – Significant increase in insurance 
risk in droughts or where high moisture demand 
vegetation is present due to shrink swell clay problems 
if foundations are not suitable. 
 

 

Key to Landslides (slope instability) Hazard: 

Level Hazard description Advice for public Advice for specialist  

C 

Slope instability problems 
may be present or 
anticipated. Site 
investigation should 
consider specifically the 
slope stability of the site. 

Ask about implication for stability 
if large changes to drainage or 
excavations take place near to 
buildings. Seek specialist advice 
if major changes in ground 
conditions are likely and before 
disposing of large amounts of 
water to the ground through 
soakaways. 

New build – Consider possibility of trench side or 
slope movement during excavations, or consequence 
of changes to drainage. Possible increase in 
construction cost to remove potential slope stability 
problems.  
Existing property – No significant increase in 
insurance risk due to natural slope instability problems. 

D 

Slope instability problems 
are probably present or 
have occurred in the past. 
Land use should consider 
specifically the stability of 
the site. 

Avoid large amounts of water 
entering the ground through pipe 
leakage or soakaways without 
specialist advice. Do not 
undercut or place large amounts 
of material on slopes without 
technical advice. 

New build – Assess slope stability of site and 
consequences of excavation, loading and water 
content changes during and after construction.  
Existing property – Probable increase in insurance 
risk due to natural slope instability after changes to 
ground conditions such as a very long, excessively wet 
winter. 

E 

Slope instability problems 
almost certainly present 
and may be active. 
Significant constraint on 
land use. 

Seek expert advice about 
stability of the ground and its 
management to maintain and 
increase its stability. 

New build – Slope stability assessment necessary, 
special design may be necessary, construction may 
not be possible.  
Existing property – Significant increase in insurance 
risk in some cases. Site-specific consideration is 
necessary to separate cases where landslide s are 
stabilised or ancient and stable from those that may be 
active or may fail. 
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Key to Soluble Rocks (dissolution) Hazard: 

Level Hazard description Advice for public Advice for specialist  

C 

Soluble rocks are present 
within the ground. Some 
dissolution features may 
be present. Potential for 
difficult ground conditions 
are at a level where they 
may be considered; 
localised subsidence need 
not be considered except 
in exceptional 
circumstances. 

Consider implications for stability 
when changes to surface 
drainage or new construction are 
planned. Seek specialist advice 
before disposing of surface 
drainage to the adjacent ground. 

New build – Site investigation should consider 
potential for dissolution problems on the site and its 
surroundings. Care should be taken with local 
drainage into the adjacent bedrock.  
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk due to soluble rocks. Some possibility of potential 
liability due to groundwater pollution may be present. 

D 

Soluble rocks are present 
within the ground. Many 
dissolution features may 
be present. Potential for 
difficult ground conditions 
are at a level where they 
should be considered. 
Potential for subsidence is 
at a level where it may 
need to be considered. 

Consider obtaining specialist 
advice before loading the land or 
undertaking building work. Seek 
specialist advice before 
disposing of surface drainage to 
the adjacent ground. Maintain 
drainage infrastructure. 

New build – Specialist site investigation and stability 
assessment may be necessary before construction. 
Construction work may cause subsidence. Isolate 
surface drainage from the karst system and 
groundwater. Increased construction costs are 
possible.  
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk due to soluble rocks. Some possibility of potential 
liability due to groundwater pollution may be present. 

E 

Soluble rocks are present 
within the ground. 
Numerous dissolution 
features may be present. 
Potential for difficult 
ground conditions should 
be investigated. Potential 
for localised subsidence is 
at a level where it should 
be considered. 

Obtain specialist advice on need 
for stabilisation work and/or land 
management plan to maintain 
stability. Do not dispose of 
surface drainage into the 
adjacent ground. Maintain 
drainage infrastructure. 

New build – Specialist land stability assessment 
necessary. Investigation, remediation and/or mitigation 
works may be necessary to stabilise the area. 
Construction work may cause subsidence. Isolate 
surface drainage from the karst system and 
groundwater. Increased construction costs.  
Existing property – Probable increase in insurance 
risk due to soluble rocks. Probable potential liability 
due to groundwater pollution. 

 

Key to Compressible Ground Hazard: 

Level Hazard description Advice for public Advice for specialist  

C 

Compressibility and 
uneven settlement 
potential may be present. 
Land use should consider 
specifically the 
compressibility and 
variability of the site. 

Take technical advice regarding 
settlement when planning 
extensions to existing property 
or when retrofitting soakaways. 

New build – Consider possibility of settlement during 
construction due to compressible deposits. Unlikely to 
be increase in construction costs due to potential 
compressibility problems.  
Existing property – No significant increase in 
insurance risk due to compressibility problems.  

D 

Compressibility and 
uneven settlement 
hazards are probably 
present. Land use should 
consider the 
compressibility and 
variability of the site. 

Avoid large differential loadings 
of ground. Do not drain or 
dewater ground near the 
property without specialist 
advice. 

New build – Assess the variability and bearing 
capacity of the ground. May need special foundations 
to avoid excessive settlement during and after 
construction. Consider effects of changes to drainage 
regime and groundwater level. Extra construction 
costs are likely.  
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk from compressibility if groundwater levels drop due 
to drought or dewatering. 

E 

Highly compressible strata 
present. Significant 
constraint on land use 
depending on thickness. 

Avoid large differential loadings 
of ground. Do not drain or 
dewater ground near the 
property without specialist 
advice. 

New build – Assess the variability and bearing 
capacity of the ground. Probably needs special 
foundations to avoid excessive settlement during and 
after construction. Consider effects of changes to 
drainage regime and groundwater level. Construction 
may not be possible at economic cost. 
 Existing property – Probable increase in insurance 
risk from compressibility due to drought or dewatering 
unless appropriate foundations are present. 
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Key to Collapsible Deposits Hazard: 

Level Hazard description Advice for public Advice for specialist  

C 

Deposits with potential to 
collapse when loaded and 
saturated are possibly 
present in places. 

Avoid large amounts of water 
entering the ground through pipe 
leakage or soakaways without 
specialist advice. Do not 
increase loading on existing 
foundations without technical 
advice. 

Contact local authorities for information on local 
occurrence of damage due to collapsible ground.  

New build – Assess the possibility of collapsible 
(loessic) deposits by ground investigation. If present 
do not exceed safe bearing capacity during or after 
construction and maintain site drainage, or carry out 
ground stabilisation. 
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk if collapsible deposits are present and if the load 
on the ground is increased or ground saturated by 
leakage or localised flooding. 

D 

Deposits with potential to 
collapse when loaded and 
saturated are probably 
present in places. 

Avoid large amounts of water 
entering the ground through pipe 
leakage or soakaways without 
specialist advice. Do not 
increase loading on existing 
foundations without technical 
advice. 

Contact local authorities for information on local 
occurrence of damage due to collapsible deposits.  

New build – Assess the possibility of collapsible  
deposits by ground investigation. If present do not 
exceed safe bearing capacity during or after 
construction and maintain site drainage, or carry out 
ground stabilisation. 
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk if collapsible deposits are present and if the load 
on the ground is increased or ground saturated by 
leakage or localised flooding. 

E 

Deposits with potential to 
collapse when loaded and 
saturated have been 
identified. 

Avoid large amounts of water 
entering the ground through pipe 
leakage or soakaways. Do not 
increase loading on existing 
foundations without technical 
advice. 

Contact local authorities for information on local 
occurrence of damage due to collapsible ground.  

New build – Assess the possibility of collapsible  
deposits by ground investigation. If present do not 
exceed safe bearing capacity during or after 
construction and maintain site drainage, or carry out 
ground stabilisation. 
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk if collapsible deposits are present and if the load 
on the ground is increased or ground saturated by 
leakage or localised flooding. 

 

Key to Running Sand Hazard: 

Level Hazard description Advice for public Advice for specialist  

C 

Running sand conditions 
may be present. 
Constraints may apply to 
land uses involving 
excavation or the addition 
or removal of water. 

Normal maintenance to avoid 
leakage of water-bearing 
services or water bodies (ponds, 
swimming pools) should avoid 
any problems due to running 
sands. Seek specialist advice 
before disposing of large 
amounts of water to the ground 
through soakaways. 

New build – Consider possibility of running sands into 
trenches or excavations if water table is high. Avoid 
concentrated water inputs to site. Unlikely to be 
increase in construction costs due to potential for 
running sand problems.  
Existing property – No significant increase in 
insurance risk due to running sand problems. 

D 

Running sand conditions 
are probably present. 
Constraints may apply to 
land uses involving 
excavation or the addition 
or removal of water. 

Avoid large amounts of water 
entering the ground through pipe 
leakage or soakaways without 
specialist advice. Do not dig 
(deep) holes into saturated 
ground near the property without 
technical advice. 

New build – Assess the need for close-boarded sides 
to excavations and the consequences of soil and 
groundwater conditions during and after construction.  
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk from running conditions due to service leakage, 
high rainfall events or localised flooding. 

E 

Running sand conditions 
are almost certainly 
present. Constraints will 
apply to land uses 
involving excavation or the 
addition or removal of 
water. 

Avoid large amounts of water 
entering the ground through pipe 
leakage or soakaways without 
specialist advice. Do not dig 
(deep) holes into saturated 
ground without technical advice. 

New build – Assess the need for close-boarded sides 
to excavations and the consequences of soil and 
groundwater conditions during and after construction. 
Possible extra cost during construction and 
requirement for basements to be water proofed.  
Existing property – Possible increase in insurance 
risk from running conditions due to service leakage, 
high rainfall events or localised flooding. 
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Geologist’s Assessment of Geohazard Potential  
 
This module lists some of the principal geological hazards that may affect the 
specified site. It is a geologist’s interpretation of data available at the time of 
compilation; additional information may be available in BGS files. The assessment is 
designed to identify potential ground stability hazards at or close to the site and 
should not be used in place of a detailed site investigation.  
 
Note that the assessment given here may differ from that in the Automated 
Assessment of Natural Ground Stability or other reports that have been automatically 
generated from digital datasets such as GeoSure. 
 
Descriptions of the geological units that are associated with the stated potential 
hazards are given in preceding parts of the report. Definitions and general 
explanations of the hazards are given in the next part of the report. 
 
 

Geological 

hazard 

May be 

significant 

within site 

area 

(Yes/No)? 

Comments 
 

Potential Natural Ground Stability Hazards 

Shrink-Swell  

Yes 

Level C. The potential for Shrink-Swell hazard to become 

active is at a level where it should be considered in 

decisions about construction, building maintenance and 

land use. This relates to the Lowestoft Formation. The 

hazard will be less where the till contains local sand and 

gravel lenses. 

Landslides (slope 

instability)  

No 

Level C. The potential for landslide hazards to become 

active is at a level where it should be considered in 

decisions about construction, building maintenance and 

land use. However, this relates to deposits within the 

search area, but outside the site of interest. There is no 

landslide hazard within the area of interest.  

Soluble Rocks 

(dissolution)  

Yes 

Level C. There is significant potential for dissolution related 

hazards to become active is at a level where it should be 

considered in decisions about construction, building 

maintenance and land use. Dissolution of the Chalk 

beneath the river terrace gravels is likely to form sediment 

filled dissolution pipes and irregular rockhead within the 

area of interest (typically Level C within the site). These 

may not have any surface expression. The hazard is likely 

to be less beneath the Lowestoft Formation (Level B, 

shown as unshaded (white) areas on the maps of near-

surface natural geological hazards above), but may still be 
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locally significant. Surface depressions identified on LiDAR 

surveys are not always karstic in origin, and may relate to 

old chalk or gravel pits. Many karst features have no 

surface expression. Some areas within the search radius 

(but outside the area) are Level D where the hazard is at a 

level where it should be considered in decisions about 

construction, building maintenance and land use. 

Compressible 

Ground  

No 

Level D. There is significant potential for the Compressible 

Ground hazard to become active that requires site-specific 

advice on the level of hazard related to building type and 

environment. However, this relates to peat and alluvial 

deposits within the search area, but outside the site of 

interest. There is no Compressible Ground hazard within 

the area of interest.  

Collapsible 

Deposits  No 

Level B. The potential for Collapsible Deposit hazard is not 

significant and is at a level such as to cause problems only 

in exceptional circumstances.  

Running Sand  

Yes 

Level C. The potential for Running Sand hazard to become 

active is at a level where it should be considered in 

decisions about construction, building maintenance and 

land use. Running sand conditions may be present in 

perched water-tables within the sand and gravel rich terrace 

deposits or in lenses within the Lowestoft Formation where 

saturated. 

Other Potential Hazards  

Mining  
  

Yes. 

Data on BGS field slips suggest that there is the potential 

for underground chalk mining in or immediately adjacent to 

the site. Old deneholes may be present. An old chalk well is 

present in Symondshyde Farm. 

Flooding 
 

No 
The site is unlikely to be affected by flooding (does not 

encompass pluvial flooding). 

Natural Land Gas 
No 

Unlikely to encounter gas from bedrock and coal mining; 
unlikely to encounter gas from peat.  
 

Radon 
  

Level of protective measures: NO 
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Definitions 

 Natural Geological Hazards are shrink-swell, landslides (slope instability), soluble 

rocks (dissolution), compressible ground, collapsible deposits and running sand.  

This does not include mining related subsidence.  Note that these geological 

hazards may occur in either natural or man-made deposits. 

 Natural Ground Instability refers to the propensity for upward, lateral or downward 

movement of the ground that can be caused by a number of natural geological 

hazards. Some movements associated with particular hazards may be gradual and 

of millimetre or centimetre scale, whilst others may be sudden and of metre or tens 

of metres scale. 

 Significant natural ground instability has the potential to cause damage to some 

weaker buildings and structures. It should be noted, however, that many buildings, 

particularly more modern ones, are built to such a standard that they can remain 

unaffected in areas of significant ground movement. 

 Where significant natural ground instability is indicated, its relative level of 

significance is expressed on a scale of C to E (‘low’ to ‘high’), relating to its potential 
to cause subsidence damage in low-rise buildings.  

 

Limitations 

 The maps in this module provide an indication of potential near-surface ground 

instability related to particular natural geological hazards.  These are shrink-swell 

clay, landslides, soluble rocks (ground dissolution), compressible ground, 

collapsible deposits, and running sand. They do not give an indication of potential 

hazards at depth as might be encountered in a borehole, for example. 

 The search results in the Automated Assessment of Natural Ground Stability are 

generated automatically from BGS’s GeoSure dataset, based on 1:50 000 digital 

geological maps and the interpretation of other records in the possession of BGS 

at the time. Their scope and accuracy is limited by the methods used to create 

the dataset and they may differ from the geologist’s interpretation in the 
Geologist’s Assessment of Geohazard Potential. 

 The information is intended for use by suitably-qualified professionals involved in 

conveyancing or development of low-rise domestic properties. If in doubt users 

should consult a suitably-qualified professional about the search results in this 

report before making any major decisions based upon it. 

 An indication of natural ground instability does not necessarily mean that a 

building will be affected by subsidence. Such an assessment can be made only 

by inspection of the building itself by a suitably qualified professional. This will 

take into account a variety of other contributing factors, such as building type and 

build quality and nearby vegetation (in particular, the proximity and type of trees). 
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General explanation of geological hazards 
 
This is a general description of the hazards that might be described in the Geohazard 

Potential module. 

 

Shrink-Swell 

A shrinking and swelling clay changes volume significantly according to how much 

water it contains. All clay deposits change volume as their water content varies, 

typically swelling in winter and shrinking in summer, but some do so to a greater 

extent than others. Most foundations are designed and built to withstand seasonal 

changes. However, in some circumstances, buildings constructed on clay that is 

particularly prone to swelling and shrinking behaviour may experience problems. 

Contributory circumstances could include drought, tree roots drying-out the ground, 

leaking service pipes, or changes to local drainage such as the creation of 

soakaways. Shrinkage may remove support from the foundations of a building, 

whereas clay expansion may lead to uplift (heave) or lateral stress on part or all of a 

structure; any such movements may cause cracking and distortion. 

 

Landslides (slope instability) 

A landslide is a relatively rapid outward and downward movement of a mass of rock 

or soil on a slope, due to the force of gravity. A slope is under stress from gravity but 

will not move if its strength is greater than this stress. If the balance is altered so that 

the stress exceeds the strength, then movement will occur. The stability of a slope 

can be reduced by removing ground at the base of the slope, increasing the water 

content of the materials forming the slope or by placing material on the slope, 

especially at the top. Property damage by landslide can occur through the removal of 

supporting ground from under the property or by the movement of material onto the 

property. 

 

The assessment of landslide hazard refers to the stability of the present land surface. 

It does not encompass a consideration of the stability of excavations. 

 

Soluble Rocks (dissolution) 

Some rocks are soluble in water and can be progressively removed by the flow of 

water through the ground. This process tends to create cavities, potentially leading to 

the collapse of overlying materials and possibly subsidence at the surface. The 

collapse of the materials above a cavity can be aggravated by natural or induced 

ingress of surface of subsurface water into the ground. Collapse can also be 

aggravated by groundwater abstraction. 

 

Compressible Ground 

Many ground materials, including artificial deposits, can be compressed when a load, 

such as a building, is placed upon them.  If ground is extremely compressible the 

building may sink. If the ground is not uniformly compressible, different parts of the 

building may sink by different amounts, possibly causing tilting, cracking or distortion. 
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Collapsible Deposits 

Collapsible deposits consist of certain fine-grained loessic (wind-blown) materials 

that have relatively large spaces between the solid particles. Such deposits are prone 

to collapse (they may undergo rapid subsidence) when they are loaded and then  

 
saturated with water. If the material below a building collapses it may cause the 

building to sink. If the collapsible ground is variable in thickness or distribution, 

different parts of the building may sink by different amounts, possibly causing tilting, 

cracking or distortion. This hazard is most likely to be encountered in parts of 

southern England. 

 

Running Sand 

Running sand conditions occur when loosely-packed sand, saturated with water, 

flows into an excavation, borehole or other type of void. The pressure of the water 

filling the spaces between the sand grains reduces the contact between the grains 

and they are carried along by the flow. This can lead to subsidence of the 

surrounding ground. 

 

If sand below a building runs it may remove support and the building may sink. 

Different parts of the building may sink by different amounts, possibly causing tilting, 

cracking or distortion. 

 

Mining 

If the site is located above geological formations that have been mined for coal or other 

commodities, it might be prone to subsidence. Modern extraction activities will include 

the construction of underground roadways, shafts and adits. Past mining activities that 

were not documented may also include shafts, adits and, in the case of shallow mining, 

bell-pits and pillar-and-stall workings. Any of these activities can give rise to general 

subsidence and fracturing of the ground, and shallow mining may additionally cause 

voids at shallow or intermediate depths, which may lead to the formation of crown-holes 

in the ground above. The voids created by shallow underground mining activity may 

pose a potential hazard to both life and assets and the associated risk of ground 

movement can reduce property values. Further, spoil from mineral workings can 

present a pollution hazard. 

 

For more information regarding underground and opencast coal mining or brine 

extraction, the location of mine entries (shafts and adits) and matters relating to 

subsidence or other ground movement induced by coal mining please contact the Coal 

Authority, Mining Reports, 200 Lichfield Lane, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG18 4RG; 

telephone 0845 762 6848 or at www.coal.gov.uk .  

 
  

http://www.coal.gov.uk/
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Flooding  

Flooding due to natural causes can occur following run-off or ponding of surface water 

(pluvial flooding, which is not considered by this report), or overflow from a river or 

stream (fluvial flooding), or because of rising groundwater levels (groundwater flooding), 

or because of inundation by the sea (coastal flooding), or through a combination of 

these factors. The table indicates whether there is geological evidence that flooding has 

occurred in this vicinity and the susceptibility to groundwater flooding. 

 

For further information on flood-risk, the likely frequency of its recurrence in relation to 

any proposed development of the site, and the status of any flood prevention measures 

in place, you are advised to contact the local office of the Environment Agency (England 

and Wales) at www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/ or the Scottish 

Environment Protection Agency (Scotland) at www.sepa.org.uk. 

 

Groundwater flooding occurs when the level of water in the ground rises to the 

surface. Ratings of susceptibility to groundwater flooding given in this report are 

based on a computer model that indicates whether the rocks below the site have the 

potential to contain shallow groundwater that may enter excavations or basements, 

or even rise above the ground surface. This computer model does not indicate 

whether groundwater flooding will necessarily occur at a particular site in the future: 

the risk of this happening also depends on considerations such as the past history of 

flooding and the mode of construction at the site. 

 
Natural Land Gas 

The table indicates whether or not there is any potential susceptibility of the site to 

emissions of methane or carbon dioxide, or both, from natural sources. Most methane 

and carbon dioxide emissions appear to originate from abandoned shallow coal mines 

although a number originate from peat and other natural deposits of organic materials, 

such as in buried ponds or river channels. The exact extent of potential sources of 

natural land gas, particularly that of peat, can be difficult to predict. 

 

The relatively rare incidence of gas emission from natural sources in most areas of the 

UK suggests that the hazard is of relatively minor and local significance, except in some 

parts of the coal fields. An indication of potential for gas emissions does not necessarily 

indicate that there is a problem. Although accumulations of methane and carbon dioxide 

can cause severe and, sometimes, expensive or dangerous problems, most gas 

emissions from natural sources and mining can usually be dealt with readily if they do 

arise. 

 

A site-specific coal mining search from the Coal Authority 

(http://www.coal.gov.uk/services/propertysearch/index.cfm) will indicate whether any 

shafts or adits, which may act as pathways for gas, are located within 20 m of the 

site. Where the Coal Authority is aware that a site which is the subject of a search 

has been affected by mine gas, this information will be included in the Coal Mining 

Search Report.  

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/
http://www.sepa.org.uk/
http://www.coal.gov.uk/services/propertysearch/index.cfm
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The information in this report should not be used in place of a site investigation. The 

existence of gas emissions at specific sites can be established only by detailed site 

investigation. The level of risk from methane or carbon dioxide in a particular building 

or underground cavity can be established only by monitoring the spaces in which it 

may accumulate. 

 
Radon  

Radon is a naturally-occurring radioactive gas. It diffuses from the ground and occurs 

in greater concentrations in some areas, depending on the local geology. It can 

accumulate in buildings, unless measures are taken to prevent this, and can then 

cause ill-health. 

 

The above table indicates the level of Radon Protective Measures required at the site 

during the construction of new buildings or extensions to existing buildings. This 

determination complies with information set out in BR211 Radon: Guidance on 

protective measures for new dwellings (2007 edition), which also provides guidance 

on what to do if the result indicates that protective measures are required (please see 

BRE Website for more details: www.bre.co.uk/radon ). This assessment is based on 

the Radon Potential Dataset produced jointly by the BGS and the Health Protection 

Agency (for more information please see the BGS website at www.bgs.ac.uk/radon). 

http://www.bre.co.uk/radon
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/radon
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Geoscience Data List  
 

List of available geological data  

This part of the report lists the principal data sets held in the National Geoscience 

Records Centre that are relevant to your enquiry and explains how to obtain copies of 

the records. Users can make their own index searches using the BGS web page (go 

to ‘Online shops’ at www.bgs.ac.uk). This will give access to the BGS Bookshop, 

Publications catalogue, GeoRecords (borehole browser) and GeoReports. 

 

For current pricing see these internet pages or contact us using the list found at the 

back of this report.  

 

 

Note that this report contains selective datasets and is not a definitive listing of all 

data held in BGS. 

 

 

  

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/
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Borehole location map 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019 
Scale: 1:50 000 (1cm = 500 m) 

 

Borehole records 

Number of records in map area: 259 

 

In the following table a blank ‘Length’ field indicates that the borehole is confidential 

or that no depth has been recorded digitally.  

Enquiry staff may be able to provide you with contact details for the originator if you 

wish to seek release of confidential information.   

 

Borehole 
registered no 

Grid reference Borehole name Length 
(m) 

TL10NE10 TL 18440 09090 OAK FARM COLNEY HEATH 15.8 

TL10NE101 TL 18980 09160 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.7 8 

TL10NE107 TL 19740 09220 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.7A 11.6 

TL10NE110 TL 19340 09050 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.11A 13.4 

TL10NE111 TL 19400 09190 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.12A 12.8 

TL10NE14 TL 19460 09660 COOPERS GREEN HATFIELD 18.3 

TL10NE174 TL 17754 09706 HOUSE LANE GW14 15.63 

TL10NE176 TL 17960 09620 NASHES FARM 54.86 

TL10NE178 TL 19389 09580 HATFIELD QUARRY WM12 25 

TL10NE179 TL 19899 09262 HATFIELD QUARRY WM7 27.4 

TL10NE180 TL 18896 09166 HATFIELD QUARRY WM13 29.25 

TL10NE181 TL 18959 09979 SUTTONS FARM W22 30.5 

TL10NE184 TL 18113 09714 HRT 0126 NASHES FARM SANDRIDGE 1 8 

TL10NE185 TL 19607 09954 SUTTON FARM TUNNEL HATFIELD 3 12 

TL10NE44 TL 19650 09100 HATFIELD 4B 28.3 
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Borehole 
registered no 

Grid reference Borehole name Length 
(m) 

TL10NE71 TL 19640 09010 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.6A 9.1 

TL10NE82 TL 18380 09910 CAPS COTTAGES NR.SANDRIDGE 48.77 

TL10NE83 TL 18850 09320 TY-HO FARM DAIRY ST.ALBANS -1 

TL10NE87 TL 17960 09610 NASHES FARM NR.SANDRIDGE 60.96 

TL10NE88 TL 19020 09310 FREELANDS COTTAGE COOPERS GREEN 30.48 

TL10NE89 TL 18900 08990 BEECH FARM NR.SMALLFORD 27.43 

TL10NE95 TL 19240 09350 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.1 12 

TL10NE96 TL 19290 09260 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.2 14 

TL10NE97 TL 19200 09150 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.3 14 

TL10NE98 TL 19150 09000 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.4 13 

TL10NE99 TL 19500 09110 HATFIELD QUARRY ST.ALBANS NO.5 8 

TL11SE112 TL 19880 10190 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 41 9 

TL11SE114 TL 18807 11730 HAMMONDS FARM COTTAGES OFF 
HAMMONDS LANE 

-1 

TL11SE133 TL 17748 10035 HOUSE LANE ST ALBANS GW13 25.48 

TL11SE134 TL 19720 10101 HATFIELD QUARRY WM9 25 

TL11SE135 TL 19179 10514 SUTTONS FARM W25 30.5 

TL11SE137 TL 19553 10039 SUTTON FARM TUNNEL HATFIELD 1 12.1 

TL11SE138 TL 19556 10025 SUTTON FARM TUNNEL HATFIELD 2 12.1 

TL11SE3 TL 18990 13670 B653 WHEATHAMPSTEAD BY-PASS 3 3 

TL11SE30 TL 18520 13210 BEECH HYDE LANE WHEATHAMSTEAD 3 

TL11SE31 TL 18620 12410 COLEMAN GREEN SANDRIDGE 2.3 

TL11SE32 TL 18890 10090 FAIRFOLDS FARM SANDRIDGE 9.7 

TL11SE33 TL 19380 13560 CHALKDELL FARM WHEATHAMSTEAD 1.5 

TL11SE34 TL 19250 12300 UPPER CROMER HYDE FARM HATFIELD 5 

TL11SE35 TL 19830 11200 SYMONDSHYDE FARM HATFIELD 5.8 

TL11SE36 TL 19840 10450 SYMONDSHYDE GREAT WOOD 14 

TL11SE4 TL 18950 13700 B653 WHEATHAMPSTEAD BY-PASS 4 3 

TL11SE40 TL 18950 11230 HOLLYBUSH SANDRIDGE 5.8 

TL11SE41 TL 18760 11280 MAY COTTAGE HAMMONDS LANE 60.96 

TL11SE46 TL 18420 10220 ST.ALBANS WIRELESS STATION 60.96 

TL11SE49 TL 18250 13330 COTTAGE NEAR MARFORD 30.48 

TL11SE5 TL 18880 13770 B653 WHEATHAMPSTEAD BY-PASS 6 9.5 

TL11SE50 TL 19010 11540 PARK CROFT 64 

TL11SE51 TL 18600 10200 FAIRFOLDS HOUSE SANDRIDGE 41 

TL11SE56 TL 18850 10130 FAIRFOLDS FARM SANDRIDGE 60.96 

TL11SE58 TL 18870 11210 HOLLYBUSH FARM WHEATHAMPSTEAD 41.45 

TL11SE6 TL 18790 13890 B653 WHEATHAMPSTEAD BY-PASS 8A 2.5 

TL11SE63 TL 18890 11260 HOLLYBUSH OFF HAMMONDS LANE 61 

TL11SE67 TL 18970 12600 PRINCE OF WALES P.H.WHEATHAMPSTEAD 39.65 

TL11SE68 TL 18630 12630 UPPER BEECH HYDE FARM 
WHEATHAMPSREAD 

46.02 

TL11SE69 TL 18300 10200 WOODCOCK HILL SANDRIDGE -1 

TL11SE7 TL 18780 13870 B653 WHEATHAMPSTEAD BY-PASS 8 9.5 

TL11SE71 TL 18400 12920 LOWER BEECH HYDE FARM 
WHEATHAMPSTEAD 

22.25 

TL11SE72 TL 19200 10020 SUTTONS FARM SANDRIDGE 30.48 

TL11SE73 TL 19200 10020 SUTTONS FARM SANDRIDGE -1 

TL11SE75 TL 17830 13340 WHEATHAMPSTEAD 42.67 

TL11SE77 TL 17670 13910 6 CHURCH STREET WHEATHAMPSTEAD 24.38 

TL11SE78 TL 17720 13830 OPP.THE LAURELS WHEATHAMPSTEAD -1 

TL11SE8 TL 18720 13940 B653 WHEATHAMPSTEAD BY-PASS 9 3.5 
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Borehole 
registered no 

Grid reference Borehole name Length 
(m) 

TL11SE80 TL 19630 13310 CHALKDELL FARM WHEATHAMPSTEAD 35.36 

TL11SE81 TL 19630 13310 CHALKDELL FARM WHEATHAMPSTEAD 54.86 

TL11SE88 TL 18620 11440 HAMMOND FARM SANDRIDGE 39.62 

TL11SE89 TL 18640 11410 HAMMOND FARM SANDRIDGE -1 

TL11SE9 TL 18680 13980 B653 WHEATHAMPSTEAD BY-PASS 10 41 

TL11SE90 TL 18920 11600 TYWARHILL POULTRY FARM 54.86 

TL11SE91 TL 18970 11390 MEADOW LODGE SANDRIDGE 45.72 

TL11SE92 TL 19230 11430 LONGACRES 51.81 

TL11SE93 TL 19940 11380 SYMONDSHYDE FARM NR.HATFIELD 30.48 

TL11SE95 TL 17770 10500 FAIRSHOT COURT SANDRIDGE 38.1 

TL11SE96 TL 18170 10280 WOODCOCK HILL COTTAGE NR.SANDRIDGE 49.68 

TL11SE97 TL 18160 10260 WOODCOCK HILL COTTAGE NR.SANDRIDGE 57.91 

TL11SE98 TL 18710 10260 GREEN TILE HOUSE 54.86 

TL20NW1 TL 21320 09360 HATFIELD RUNWAY 1 2.28 

TL20NW11 TL 20190 09070 HATFIELD AERODROME HATFIELD 15.5 

TL20NW118 TL 21865 09007 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A73 17.05 

TL20NW119 TL 21905 09051 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A74 13 

TL20NW120 TL 21871 09071 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A75 13 

TL20NW121 TL 21927 09162 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A77 16 

TL20NW122 TL 21959 09196 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A78 14 

TL20NW123 TL 21964 09318 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A79 12 

TL20NW124 TL 21933 09310 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A80 12 

TL20NW125 TL 22005 09310 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A81 12 

TL20NW126 TL 21958 09378 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A83 10 

TL20NW127 TL 22049 09324 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A84 12 

TL20NW128 TL 21966 09423 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A85 10 

TL20NW129 TL 22003 09391 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A86 12 

TL20NW130 TL 22021 09392 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A87 18 

TL20NW131 TL 22034 09383 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A88 12 

TL20NW132 TL 22054 09405 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A90 17 

TL20NW133 TL 22121 09524 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A93 12 

TL20NW134 TL 21877 09034 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH TP A127 5.1 

TL20NW135 TL 21979 09273 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH TP A128 2 

TL20NW135/A TL 21979 09273 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH TP 
A128/1 

6 

TL20NW136 TL 21937 09267 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A138 13 

TL20NW137 TL 21979 09248 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A139 14 

TL20NW139 TL 21730 09010 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A157 10 

TL20NW140 TL 21849 09223 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A158 10 

TL20NW141 TL 21991 09048 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A159 10 

TL20NW142 TL 22108 09355 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A160 10 

TL20NW143 TL 21990 09555 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A161 10 

TL20NW144 TL 22223 09655 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH TP A162 5.7 

TL20NW145 TL 22205 09668 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A163 14 

TL20NW146 TL 22268 09712 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH TP A164 5 

TL20NW147 TL 22341 09839 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH TP A165 5 

TL20NW148 TL 22440 09997 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A166 10 

TL20NW149 TL 22455 09985 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A167 10 

TL20NW15 TL 21480 09700 HATFIELD AERODROME HATFIELD 19 

TL20NW150 TL 22473 09970 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A168 12 

TL20NW151 TL 22485 09960 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH A169 11 

TL20NW164 TL 21963 09323 A1 (M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH F13 25 
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Borehole 
registered no 

Grid reference Borehole name Length 
(m) 

TL20NW165 TL 21966 09329 A1 (M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH F14 25 

TL20NW166 TL 22150 09620 A1 (M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH F15 13 

TL20NW167 TL 22175 09598 A1 (M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH F16 14 

TL20NW172 TL 21871 09149 A1 (M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH F25 13 

TL20NW173 TL 21992 09095 A1 (M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH F26 13 

TL20NW174 TL 21984 09537 A1 (M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH F27 12 

TL20NW185 TL 20230 09560 HATFIELD 5 29.3 

TL20NW186 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD 1 13 

TL20NW187 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD 2 12.45 

TL20NW188 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD 3 21 

TL20NW189 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 1 3.1 

TL20NW190 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 2 1.9 

TL20NW191 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 3 3 

TL20NW192 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 4 2.4 

TL20NW193 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 5 2.5 

TL20NW194 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 6/8 3 

TL20NW196 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 7 1.9 

TL20NW197 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 9 2 

TL20NW198 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 10 1.2 

TL20NW199 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 11 2.1 

TL20NW2 TL 21240 09320 HATFIELD RUNWAY 2 1.52 

TL20NW200 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 12 1.6 

TL20NW201 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 13 2.5 

TL20NW202 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 14 2.2 

TL20NW203 TL 20850 09890 PLOT 9000 MANOR ROAD HATFIELD TP 15 2.7 

TL20NW205 TL 21350 09790 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK 1 106 

TL20NW206 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK 1 10.05 

TL20NW207 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK 2 1 

TL20NW208 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK 2A 10 

TL20NW209 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK 3 10 

TL20NW210 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK TP 1 3 

TL20NW211 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK TP 2 3 

TL20NW212 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK TP 3 2.8 

TL20NW213 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK TP 4 1 

TL20NW214 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK TP 
4A 

3 

TL20NW215 TL 21000 09850 PLOT 7010,HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK TP 5 3 

TL20NW225 TL 22440 09960 HATFIELD 90 24.83 

TL20NW24 TL 20370 09970 ASTWICK MANOR HATFIELD 25.29 

TL20NW25 TL 21090 09690 HATFIELD AIRFIELD HATFIELD 109.72 

TL20NW28 TL 21860 09020 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S24A1 12.4 

TL20NW29 TL 22020 09300 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S32 25 

TL20NW3 TL 21100 09220 HATFIELD RUNWAY 3 1.21 

TL20NW30 TL 22010 09300 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S32A 11.8 

TL20NW31 TL 21690 09650 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 57A 15.25 

TL20NW33 TL 22420 09240 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S59B 12.2 

TL20NW34 TL 20910 09330 HARPSFIELD HALL, HATFIELD 8.53 

TL20NW378 TL 21875 08994 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S29 15 

TL20NW379 TL 21892 09080 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S30 14.5 

TL20NW380 TL 21963 09197 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S31 15 

TL20NW381 TL 21991 09357 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S33A 13.3 

TL20NW382 TL 22036 09337 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S34 15 
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TL20NW383 TL 22064 09392 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S35 25.1 

TL20NW384 TL 22115 09476 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S36 15 

TL20NW385 TL 22103 09503 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S37 10 

TL20NW386 TL 22116 09548 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S38 15 

TL20NW387 TL 22183 09590 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S39 14.7 

TL20NW388 TL 22212 09631 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S40 10 

TL20NW389 TL 22236 09661 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S41 8 

TL20NW390 TL 22281 09713 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S42 6 

TL20NW391 TL 22273 09747 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S43 5 

TL20NW392 TL 22318 09759 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S44 4 

TL20NW394 TL 21671 09647 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S58A 15.25 

TL20NW395 TL 22309 08998 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S59A 14 

TL20NW4 TL 20960 09100 HATFIELD RUNWAY 4 1.52 

TL20NW413 TL 22024 09221 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 31 12.7 

TL20NW414 TL 21999 09227 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 32 11.7 

TL20NW415 TL 22019 09244 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 33 14 

TL20NW416 TL 22020 09249 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 34 26.15 

TL20NW417 TL 22027 09265 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 35 13.1 

TL20NW418 TL 21983 09239 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 37 24.5 

TL20NW419 TL 21956 09249 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 38 11.5 

TL20NW420 TL 22035 09243 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 39 20 

TL20NW421 TL 20040 09280 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 42 7.25 

TL20NW427 TL 22545 09990 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH 48 12.5 

TL20NW431 TL 22013 09229 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH DS3 34.5 

TL20NW432 TL 21840 09440 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A 1 15 

TL20NW433 TL 21860 09410 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A 2 15 

TL20NW434 TL 21890 09430 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A 3 15 

TL20NW435 TL 21890 09490 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A TP4 3.2 

TL20NW436 TL 21880 09440 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A TP5 3.3 

TL20NW437 TL 21910 09450 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A TP6 3.2 

TL20NW438 TL 21910 09420 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A 
TP6A 

1 

TL20NW439 TL 21900 09430 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A TP7 1.4 

TL20NW440 TL 21900 09420 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A TP8 3.4 

TL20NW441 TL 21890 09400 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A TP9 1.5 

TL20NW442 TL 21920 09410 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A 
TP10 

3.2 

TL20NW443 TL 21710 09160 TIME DEVELOPMENT HATFIELD PHASE II 1 10 

TL20NW444 TL 21770 09280 TIME DEVELOPMENT HATFIELD PHASE II 2 10 

TL20NW445 TL 21810 09210 TIME DEVELOPMENT HATFIELD PHASE II 3 10 

TL20NW446 TL 21800 09280 TIME DEVELOPMENT HATFIELD PHASE II 4 24 

TL20NW447 TL 21820 09250 TIME DEVELOPMENT HATFIELD PHASE II 5 25 

TL20NW448 TL 21850 09200 TIME DEVELOPMENT HATFIELD PHASE II 6 10 

TL20NW449 TL 21810 09150 TIME DEVELOPMENT HATFIELD PHASE II 7 10 

TL20NW499 TL 21766 08991 HATFIELD AERODROME UNIVERSITY SITE 
BH Q 

11 

TL20NW5 TL 20830 09010 HATFIELD RUNWAY 5 2.28 

TL20NW500 TL 21379 09011 HATFIELD AERODROME UNIVERSITY SITE 
BH 11 

22 

TL20NW501 TL 21323 09246 HATFIELD AERODROME UNIVERSITY SITE 
BH 7 

15.2 
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TL20NW502 TL 21557 09558 HATFIELD AERODROME UNIVERSITY SITE 
BH 2 

20 

TL20NW508 TL 20826 09093 HATFIELD AERODROME BH 9 20 

TL21SW10 TL 22190 12750 LEMSFORD HATFIELD 9.8 

TL21SW104 TL 20400 13800 WATEREND FARM WATEREND LANE 25 

TL21SW108 TL 21320 10710 SYMONDS HYDE FARM -1 

TL21SW11 TL 22490 10550 STANBOROUGH HATFIELD 16.2 

TL21SW110 TL 20480 13510 CROFT COTTAGE -1 

TL21SW114 TL 22320 13170 BRICKWALL HOUSE 39.62 

TL21SW122 TL 22300 10990 STANBOROUGH -1 

TL21SW124 TL 20040 12480 UPPER CROMER HYDE -1 

TL21SW126 TL 21900 10700 OLD COTTAGE, GREEN LANE 27 

TL21SW134 TL 22352 11987 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 1 

1.9 

TL21SW135 TL 22380 11982 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 2 

3.5 

TL21SW136 TL 22353 12004 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 3 

1.7 

TL21SW137 TL 22358 12029 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 4 

0.55 

TL21SW138 TL 22378 12040 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 5 

1.85 

TL21SW139 TL 22390 12029 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 6 

1.5 

TL21SW140 TL 22387 12007 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 7 

3.3 

TL21SW141 TL 22368 11977 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 8 

0.75 

TL21SW142 TL 22363 11974 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 9 

1.1 

TL21SW155 TL 22614 10298 A1 ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH S47 22 

TL21SW16/B TL 22270 13980 AYOT GREEN, PUBLIC WELL,WELWYN 
GARDEN CY 

-1 

TL21SW163 TL 21839 10892 A1(M) ROESTOCK - STANBOROUGH E1 8.9 

TL21SW18 TL 21870 10730 THE OLD COTTAGE GREEN LANE HATFIELD 30.48 

TL21SW2 TL 20030 13520 WATEREND WHEATHAMPSTEAD 13 

TL21SW20 TL 21050 11860 CROMERHYDE FARM HATFIELD 17.06 

TL21SW207 TL 20375 10235 COOPERS GREEN LANE HATFIELD 1 -1 

TL21SW212 TL 20180 10010 HATFIELD QUARRY WM6 26 

TL21SW213 TL 21478 11210 SYMONDSHYDE W31 24 

TL21SW214 TL 20870 11552 SYMONDSHYDE W32 32 

TL21SW215 TL 20268 11591 SYMONDSHYDE W33 31 

TL21SW23 TL 21940 11850 THE VICARAGE, LEMSFORD 32.76 

TL21SW24 TL 20400 13830 WATER END HOUSE WHEATHAMPSTEAD 24.38 

TL21SW26 TL 21180 13070 BROCKET HALL NR. HATFIELD 60.96 

TL21SW29 TL 22600 10370 A1 ROESTOCK-STANBOROUGH TP A95 5 

TL21SW3 TL 20760 12270 CROMER HYDE HATFIELD 4.8 

TL21SW30 TL 22650 10390 A1 ROESTOCK-STANBOROUGH A98 10 

TL21SW32 TL 22650 10410 A1 ROESTOCK-STANBOROUGH A101 12 

TL21SW4 TL 20490 11720 CROMERHYDE FARM HATFIELD 8.7 

TL21SW5 TL 20340 10310 FURZE FIELD HATFIELD 13.9 

TL21SW52 TL 22550 10110 A1 ROESTOCK-STANBOROUGH A170 8 
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TL21SW55 TL 22640 11020 A1(M) ROESTOCK-STANBOROUGH F19 14 

TL21SW6 TL 21570 12620 BROCKET PARK HATFIELD 11.7 

TL21SW7 TL 21760 11490 NEW GOSMOOR HATFIELD 16.4 

TL21SW8 TL 21270 10660 WHITEGATE COTTAGES HATFIELD 18.2 

TL21SW91 TL 20000 11000 SYMONDSHYDE FARM HATFIELD 35 

TL21SW92 TL 20300 13800 WHITE COTTAGE WATER END LANE 18.5 
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Water well location map 

 
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019 
Scale: 1:50 000 (1cm = 500 m) 

 

Water Well records 

Number of records in map area: 90 

 

All of these records are registered in the main Borehole Records collections (see 

Borehole Records Table and map above), but please note that some may be 

duplicate or part duplicate copies. This map shows records of water wells and 

boreholes in the National Well Record Archive held at Wallingford (WL) or Murchison 

House (MH). Each record has a Well Registration number which should be quoted 

when applying for copies. 

 

Additional index information may be held for the Water Well Records as shown 

below, indicating the information that can be found on the well record itself. If fields 

are blank, then the well record has not been examined and its contents are unknown. 

A ‘Yes’ or a ‘No’ indicates that the well record has been examined and the 

information indicated is, or is not, present. This information should help you when 

requesting copies of records. 
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Well Reg 

No. 

BH Reg No. Name Easting Northing Depth 

(m) 

Date Aquifer G C W Ch 

TL10/90G  TL10NE101/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.7 

 518980  209160  0   UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/90N TL10NE107/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.7A 

519740 209220 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/90R TL10NE110/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.11A 

519340 209050 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/90S TL10NE111/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.12A 

519400 209190 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/160 TL10NE174/BJ HOUSE LANE 

GW14 

517754 209706 0 2001 NOT ENTERED     

TL10/29C TL10NE176/BJ NASHES FARM 517960 209620 0  NOT ENTERED     

TL10/164 TL10NE178/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

WM12 

519389 209580 0 1997 NOT ENTERED     

TL10/163 TL10NE179/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

WM7 

519899 209262 0 1988 NOT ENTERED     

TL10/165 TL10NE180/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

WM13 

518896 209166 0 1997 NOT ENTERED     

TL10/166 TL10NE181/BJ SUTTONS FARM 

W22 

518959 209979 30.5 2002 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL10/90X TL10NE44/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.4B 

519650 209100 8.6 1984 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL10/90M TL10NE71/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.6A 

519640 209010 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/29 TL10NE82/BJ CAPS COTTAGES 

NR.SANDRIDGE 

518380 209910 48.8 1940 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes No No 
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BH Reg No. Name Easting Northing Depth 

(m) 

Date Aquifer G C W Ch 

TL10/3 TL10NE83/BJ TY-HO FARM 

DAIRY ST.ALBANS 

518850 209320 0 1943 UNKNOWN No No Yes No 

TL10/77 TL10NE87/BJ NASHES FARM 

NR.SANDRIDGE 

517960 209610 61 1925 CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL10/78 TL10NE88/BJ FREELANDS 

COTTAGE 

COOPERS GREEN 

519020 209310 30.5 1947 CHALK GROUP No Yes No No 

TL10/79 TL10NE89/BJ BEECH FARM 

NR.SMALLFORD 

518900 208990 27.4  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL10/90A TL10NE95/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.1 

519240 209350 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/90B TL10NE96/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.2 

519290 209260 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/90C TL10NE97/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.3 

519200 209150 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/90D TL10NE98/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.4 

519150 209000 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL10/90E TL10NE99/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

ST.ALBANS NO.5 

519500 209110 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL11/178 TL11SE114/BJ HAMMONDS FARM 

COTTAGES OFF 

HAMMONDS LANE 

518807 211730 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL11/198 TL11SE133/BJ HOUSE LANE ST 

ALBANS GW13 

517748 210035 25.5 2001 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/199 TL11SE134/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

WM9 

519720 210101 25 1997 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 
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TL11/200 TL11SE135/BJ SUTTONS FARM 

W25 

519179 210514 30.5 2002 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/119 TL11SE41/BJ HAMMONDS LANE 

SANDRIDGE 

518760 211280 61 1976 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/57 TL11SE46/BJ ST.ALBANS 

WIRELESS 

STATION 

518420 210220 61 1939 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TL11/136 TL11SE49/BJ WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

518250 213330 30.5  CHALK GROUP Yes Yes No No 

TL11/49 TL11SE50/BJ PARK CROFT 

HOUSE 

SANDRIDGE 

519010 211540 19.5 1967 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/160 TL11SE51/BJ FAIRFOLDS HOUSE 

SANDRIDGE 

518600 210200 41 1991 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/128 TL11SE56/BJ FAIRFOLDS FARM 

SANDRIDGE 

518850 210130 61 1925 CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/25 TL11SE58/BJ HOLLYBUSH FARM 

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

518870 211210 41.5  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/53 TL11SE63/BJ HOLLYBUSH OFF 

HAMMONDS LANE 

518890 211260 61  CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/11 TL11SE67/BJ PRINCE OF WALES 

P.H.WHEATHAMPS

TEAD 

518970 212600 130.8  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 
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TL11/121 TL11SE68/BJ UPPER BEECH 

HYDE FARM 

WHEATHAMPSREA

D 

518630 212630 46 1938 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/123 TL11SE69/BJ WOODCOCK HILL 

SANDRIDGE 

518300 210200 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL11/13 TL11SE71/BJ LOWER BEECH 

HYDE FARM 

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

518400 212920 22.3  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/137A TL11SE72/BJ SUTTONS FARM 

SANDRIDGE 

519200 210020 30.5  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/137B TL11SE73/BJ SUTTONS FARM 

SANDRIDGE 

519200 210020 0  UNKNOWN No Yes Yes No 

TL11/140 TL11SE75/BJ WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

517830 213340 42.7  CHALK GROUP No Yes No No 

TL11/143 TL11SE77/BJ 6 CHURCH STREET 

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

517670 213910 24.4  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/144 TL11SE78/BJ OPP.THE LAURELS 

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

517720 213830 0  UNKNOWN No Yes Yes No 

TL11/150A TL11SE80/BJ CHALKDELL FARM 

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

519630 213310 35.4  CHALK GROUP No Yes No No 
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TL11/150B TL11SE81/BJ CHALKDELL FARM 

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

519630 213310 54.9  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/24A TL11SE88/BJ HAMMOND FARM 

SANDRIDGE 

518620 211440 39.6  CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/24B TL11SE89/BJ HAMMOND FARM 

SANDRIDGE 

518640 211410 0  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/26 TL11SE90/BJ TYWARHILL 

POULTRY FARM 

518920 211600 54.9  CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/27 TL11SE91/BJ MEADOW LODGE 518970 211390 45.7  CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/28 TL11SE92/BJ LONGACRES 519230 211430 51.8  CHALK GROUP No Yes No No 

TL11/29 TL11SE93/BJ SYMONDSHYDE 

FARM 

NR.HATFIELD 

519940 211380 30.5  CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL11/32 TL11SE95/BJ FAIRSHOT COURT 

SANDRIDGE 

517770 210500 38.1 1908 CHALK GROUP No Yes No No 

TL11/33A TL11SE96/BJ WOODCOCK HILL 

COTTAGE 

NR.SANDRIDGE 

518170 210280 49.7 1936 CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes Yes 

TL11/33B TL11SE97/BJ WOODCOCK HILL 

COTTAGE 

NR.SANDRIDGE 

518160 210260 57.9  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL11/34 TL11SE98/BJ GREEN TILE 

HOUSE 

518710 210260 54.9 1939 CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL20/52 TL20NW185/BJ READY-MIX 

CONCRETE 

HATFIELD NO.5 

520230 209560 29.3 1984 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 
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TL20/58 TL20NW205/BJ HATFIELD 

BUSINESS PARK 1 

521350 209790 106 1998 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/42 TL20NW24/BJ ASTWICK MANOR 520390 209960 25.3 1888 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/16C TL20NW247/BJ HATFIELD 

AERODROME 

521280 209220 12.2 1959 UPPER CHALK 

FORMATION 

[REMAINS IN 

INFORMAL USE 

BUT GENERALLY 

REGARDED AS OB 

Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/16B TL20NW25/BJ HATFIELD 

AERODROME 

521090 209680 109.7 1945 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TL20/39C TL20NW28/BJ A1(M) HATFIELD 

24(A1) 

521860 209020 12.3 1972 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/39D TL20NW29/BJ A1(M) HATFIELD 

S32 

522020 209300 25 1972 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/39E TL20NW30/BJ A1(M) HATFIELD 

S32A 

522010 209300 11.8 1972 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/39F TL20NW31/BJ A1(M) HATFIELD 

57A 

521690 209650 15.2 1942 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/39H TL20NW33/BJ A1(M) HATFIELD 

S59B 

522420 209240 12.2 1972 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL20/20 TL20NW34/BJ HARPSFIELD HALL 520980 209260 8.5 1919 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes No No 

TL20/92 TL20NW499/BJ HATFIELD 

AERODROME BH Q 

521766 208991 0 2000 NOT ENTERED     

TL20/93 TL20NW500/BJ HATFIELD 

AEODROME BH 11 

521379 209011 0 2000 NOT ENTERED     
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TL20/94 TL20NW501/BJ HATFIELD 

AERODROME BH 7 

521323 209246 0 2000 NOT ENTERED     

TL20/95 TL20NW502/BJ HATFIELD 

AERODROME BH 2 

521557 209558 0 2000 NOT ENTERED     

TL20/91 TL20NW508/BJ HATFIELD 

AERODROME BH 9 

520826 209093 0 2000 NOT ENTERED     

TL21/104 TL21SW104/BJ WATEREND  

HOUSE  

WATEREND  LANE  

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

520400 213800 25 1999 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/86 TL21SW108/BJ SYMONDS HYDE 

FARM 

521320 210710 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL21/102 TL21SW110/BJ CROFT COTTAGE 520480 213510 0  UNKNOWN No Yes No No 

TL21/4 TL21SW114/BJ BRICKWALL 

HOUSE 

522320 213170 39.6  CHALK GROUP No Yes Yes No 

TL21/84 TL21SW122/BJ STANBOROUGH 522300 210990 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL21/92 TL21SW124/BJ UPPER CROMER 

HYDE 

520040 212480 0  UNKNOWN No Yes Yes No 

TL21/112 TL21SW126/BJ OLD COTTAGE, 

GREEN LANE 

521900 210700 9.1 2001 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/79B TL21SW16/B/BJ AYOT GREEN 522260 213980 0  UNKNOWN No No No No 

TL21/66 TL21SW18/BJ GREEN LANES, 

HATFIELD 

521870 210720 30.5 1949 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/82 TL21SW20/BJ CROMERHYDE 

FARM HATFIELD 

521050 211850 17.1  CHALK GROUP Yes Yes No No 
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TL21/130 TL21SW212/BJ HATFIELD QUARRY 

WM6 

520180 210010 26 1988 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes No No 

TL21/131 TL21SW213/BJ SYMONDSHYDE 

W31 

521478 211210 24 2002 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes No No 

TL21/132 TL21SW214/BJ SYMONDSHYDE 

W32 

520870 211552 32 2002 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/133 TL21SW215/BJ SYMONDSHYDE 

W33 

520268 211591 31 2002 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/83 TL21SW23/BJ THE VICARAGE 

LEMSFORD 

521940 211840 32.8 1920 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/80 TL21SW24/BJ WATER END 

HOUSE 

WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

520390 213820 24.4 1938 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/81 TL21SW26/BJ BROCKET PARK 521180 213060 61 1924 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/22 TL21SW91/BJ NEW BUNGALOW, 

SYMONDSHYDE 

FARM 

520000 211000 35 1996 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

TL21/100 TL21SW92/BJ WHITE COTTAGE, 

WATER END LANE 

520300 213800 18.5 1996 CHALK GROUP Yes Yes Yes No 

 
KEY: 

Aquifer = The principal aquifer recorded in the borehole 

G = Geological Information present on the log 

C = Borehole construction information present on the log 

W = Water level or yield information present on the log 

Ch = Water chemistry information present on the log 
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Boreholes with water level readings 

Number of records in map area: 3 

Reference Easting Northing Location Start_date End_date Readings 

TL11/11 518970 212600 PRINCE OF WALES 

P.H.WHEATHAMPSTEA

D 

1964 1968 18 

TL11/13 518400 212920 LOWER BEECH HYDE 

FARM 

WHEATHAMPSTEAD 

1964 1968 17 

TL11/25 518870 211210 HOLLYBUSH FARM 

WHEATHAMPSTEAD 

1892 1958 2 

 
Locations with aquifer properties 

Number of records in map area: 0 

BGS holds no locations with aquifer properties for the selected area 
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Site investigation reports 

Number of records in search area: 43 

 

Additional laboratory and test data may be available in these reports, subject to any 

copyright and confidentiality conditions. The grid references used are based on an 

un-refined rectangle and therefore may not be applicable to a specific site. Borehole 

records in these reports will be individually referenced within the borehole records 

collection, described above.  

 

Number Site investigation title 

15 A1 ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH 

16 A1(M) ROESTOCK TO STANBOROUGH ADDITIONAL SITE INVESTIGATION 

292 M25 LONDON OUTER ORBITAL ROUTE MICKLEFIELD GREEN TO SOUTH MIMMS 
CONTRACT 2 (EASTERN SECTION) 

8738 TWENTIETH MILE BRIDGE WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

12362 LONDON ROAD 

12574 HUNTERS BRIDGE WELWYN GARDEN CITY HERTFORDSHIRE 

14197 LONDON ROAD, ST. ALBANS 

16715 MILL GREEN, HATFIELD 

17436 WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

19179 ST. NEOTS, HUNTS 

19231 9-14 ROSARY COURT, POTTERS BAR 

19244 A1 LONDON - EDINBURGH TRUNK ROAD, A. COMET COMPLEX 

19683 WYLLYOTS MANOR, POTTERS BAR, HERTFORDSHIRE 

19903 HALL GROVE, WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

21137 WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

21482 ALEXANDRA HOUSE GREAT NORTH ROAD HATFIELD 

26700 BRITISH AEROSPACE PLC HATFIELD 

26775 NEW SERVICE STATION HATFIELD ROAD ST ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE 

27011 WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

27942 COLNEY HEATH LANE 

29634 PROPOSED NEW TELECOMMUNICATIONS TOWER HRT 0166 ST ALBANS TENNIS 
CLUB JERSEY LANE ST ALBANS 

29971 HRT 0126 NASHES FARM HOUSE LANE SANDRIDGE ST ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE 

30177 PROP NEW ACCESS TUNNELS  OAKLANDS LANE & SUTTON FARM HATFIELD 

30581 PEMBROKE HALL HATFIELD 

31750 G.E.C. ST ALBANS 

33562 CENTEC 3 HATFIELD 

35283 BLYTHWAY WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

35373 57 GREAT NORTH ROAD LEMSFORD WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

35537 Time Dev, Hatfield, Phase III 

40478 COTTONMILL ST ALBANS 

42462 LEMSFORD ROAD CAR PARK  HATFIELD 

43096 COMET SQUARE HATFIELD 

43514 SLD OLDINGS HATFIELD 

50117 HATFIELD BUSINESS PARK PLOT 6000A 

50597 WELWYN GARDEN CITY- BESSEMER ROAD CIRCULATORY TRAFFIC SYSTEM 
(WEST) 

51004 THE ANCIENT BRITON ST ALBANS 

52077 LONDON ROAD ST ALBANS 

52195 EVERSHEDS PRINTING WORKS ST ALBANS 

52441 WELWYN GARDEN CITY 
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Number Site investigation title 

53369 COOPERS GREEN LANE HATFIELD 

54280 BRIDGE ROAD EAST WELWYN GARDEN CITY 

57301 PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 
HERTFORDSHIRE HATFIELD 

57382 PROPOSED RECYCLING COMPOUND AT UNIVERSITY OF HERTFORDSHIRE 
COLLEGE LANE HATFIELD 

 
 
National Grid geological maps (1:10 000 and 1:10 560 scale) 

 Number of records in search area: 0 

There are no national grid geological maps for the selected area 

 

 

County Series geological maps (1:10 560 scale) 

Number of records in search area: 11 

Map Type Published 

Hertfordshire28FS C 0 

Hertfordshire28NW  1913 

Hertfordshire28NW C 0 

Hertfordshire28SE C 0 

Hertfordshire28SE  1914 

Hertfordshire28SW  1913 

Hertfordshire28SW C 0 

Hertfordshire35NE  1914 

Hertfordshire35NE C 0 

Hertfordshire35NW  1913 

Hertfordshire35NW C 0 

 
 
New Series medium scale geological maps (1:50 000 and 1:63 360 scale) 

Number of records in search area: 1 

Sheet number Sheet name Type Published 

239 Hertford D 1924 

 
Old Series one inch geological maps (1:63 360 scale) 

Number of records in search area: 1 

Sheet number Sheet name Type Published 

46SE Hatfield D 1898 

 
Hydrogeological maps (various scales) 

Number of records in search area: 1 

Map Scale 

Cambridge-Maidenhead 1:100,000 
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Geological Memoirs 

Number of records in search area: 1 

Geological memoir Date 

Hertford 1924 

 

Technical reports 

Technical reports may be available for this area. Please email sales@bgs.ac.uk for 

further information. 

 
Waste sites 

Number of records in search area: 0 

 

Listing of some 3500 waste sites for England and Wales identified by BGS as part of 

a survey carried out on behalf of the Department of the Environment in 1973. Later 

information may be available from the Local authority.  

BGS holds no records of waste sites for the selected area 
 
 
BGS non-coal mining plans 

Number of records in search area: 0 

 

This listing shows mining plans, including abandonment plans. The coverage is not 

comprehensive. 

BGS holds no records of mining plans for the selected area 

 

mailto:sales@bgs.ac.uk
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Contact Details 
 
 

Keyworth Office 

British Geological Survey 

Environmental Science Centre 

Nicker Hill 

Keyworth 

Nottingham 

NG12 5GG 

Tel: 0115 9363143 

Fax: 0115 9363276 

Email: enquiries@bgs.ac.uk 

 

 

Wallingford Office 

British Geological Survey 

Maclean Building 

Wallingford 

Oxford 

OX10 8BB 

Tel: 01491 838800  

Fax: 01491 692345 

Email: hydroenq@bgs.ac.uk 

 

 

Edinburgh Office 

British Geological Survey 

Lyell Centre 

Research Avenue South 

Edinburgh 

EH14 4AP 

Tel:  0131 6671000 

Email: enquiry@bgs.ac.uk 
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Terms and Conditions 

General Terms & Conditions 

This Report is supplied in accordance with the GeoReports Terms & Conditions available on the BGS website at 
https://shop.bgs.ac.uk/georeports and also available from the BGS Enquiry Service at the above address. 
 

Important notes about this Report 

 The data, information and related records supplied in this Report by BGS can only be indicative and should not 
be taken as a substitute for specialist interpretations, professional advice and/or detailed site investigations.  
You must seek professional advice before making technical interpretations on the basis of the materials 
provided. 

 Geological observations and interpretations are made according to the prevailing understanding of the subject at 
the time.  The quality of such observations and interpretations may be affected by the availability of new data, by 
subsequent advances in knowledge, improved methods of interpretation, and better access to sampling 
locations. 

 Raw data may have been transcribed from analogue to digital format, or may have been acquired by means of 
automated measuring techniques. Although such processes are subjected to quality control to ensure reliability 
where possible, some raw data may have been processed without human intervention and may in consequence 
contain undetected errors. 

 Detail, which is clearly defined and accurately depicted on large-scale maps, may be lost when small-scale 
maps are derived from them. 

 Although samples and records are maintained with all reasonable care, there may be some deterioration in the 
long term. 

 The most appropriate techniques for copying original records are used, but there may be some loss of detail and 
dimensional distortion when such records are copied. 

 Data may be compiled from the disparate sources of information at BGS's disposal, including material donated 
to BGS by third parties, and may not originally have been subject to any verification or other quality control 
process.   

 Data, information and related records, which have been donated to BGS, have been produced for a specific 
purpose, and that may affect the type and completeness of the data recorded and any interpretation.  The 
nature and purpose of data collection, and the age of the resultant material may render it unsuitable for certain 
applications/uses. You must verify the suitability of the material for your intended usage. 

 If a report or other output is produced for you on the basis of data you have provided to BGS, or your own data 
input into a BGS system, please do not rely on it as a source of information about other areas or geological 
features, as the report may omit important details. 

 The topography shown on any map extracts is based on the latest OS mapping and is not necessarily the same 
as that used in the original compilation of the BGS geological map, and to which the geological linework 
available at that time was fitted. 

 Note that for some sites, the latest available records may be historical in nature, and while every effort is made 
to place the analysis in a modern geological context, it is possible in some cases that the detailed geology at a 
site may differ from that described.  

 
Copyright: 
Copyright in materials derived from the British Geological Survey's work, is owned by UK Research and Innovation 
(UKRI) and/ or the authority that commissioned the work. You may not copy or adapt this publication, or provide it to 
a third party, without first obtaining UKRI’s permission, but if you are a consultant purchasing this report solely for the 
purpose of providing advice to your own individual client you may incorporate it unaltered into your report to that 
client without further permission, provided you give a full acknowledgement of the source. Please contact the BGS 
Copyright Manager, British Geological Survey, Environmental Science Centre, Nicker Hill, Keyworth, Nottingham 
NG12 5GG. Telephone: 0115 936 3100. 
© UKRI 2019 All rights reserved. 

This product includes mapping data licensed from the Ordnance Survey® with the permission of the 
Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. © Crown Copyright 2019. All rights reserved. Licence number 
100021290 EUL 
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Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan Examination – Stage 6 
Response to New Evidence Base Documents on behalf of Gascoyne Cecil Estates 
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